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STATEI"HIT CX'l

P~POSE

AND PROGRAM

Whereas the pri nt ex pl osion is a function of the publishers' profit motive,
the k now ledge explosion wh ich earmarks the mid - twentieth century i s a func tion of e x pansive research and scholarship. The promotion of this new journal
of behavioral science is a modest response to the knowledge explosion.

The format of the journal is sufficiently specified by the term symposium.
Though the title's adjectival caption is a further specification, the singular
yet ironical consequence of the sociolCXJical probe is the enh ancement of behavioral synthesis as enterprise and behavioral theory as sufficient explanation. The symposium, in other words, treats problem areas by the mUlti-perspective of behavioral science.
SOCIOLOG ICAL SYMPOSIUM invites definitive and working papers from the
authorities ranked and robed. SOC IOLOG ICAL SYMPOSIUM equally invites
research papers from doctoral aspirants and self- adjudged lesser authorities,
for ingenuity is no respecter of hierarchies and vested interests, academic or
otherwise. SOCIOLOGICAL ,sYMPOSIUM will also repri nt articles, as is the
case in this inaugural issue, whenev er the committee deems their reappearance pertinent to a fuller documentation of the symposium.
With these unpretentious beginnings SOC IOLOGICAL SYMPOS IUM respec tfully submits issue Numbe r One as evidence of a hopefully extended ex plora tion in socia l thought a nd re sea rch.
The Editor
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SOCIAL CfWJGE & SOCIAL CO'H I CT:
THE RABBI AND THE FUNERAL DIRECTOR

ROBERT L, FULTON

&GILBERT GElS

Secularization has been an obvious component of the suburban drift of the
Jews in the United States. The burgeoning movement from city to suburb in
recent decades has tended to break up the Jewish ghetto and in doing so has
undermined its traditional relig i OUS practices and patterns of social control. l
Secularization has been shown in the loss of pervasive identification with the
Jewish faith of an uncounted number of communicants. 2 The exodus from the
central city has provided not only a freer social existence for the individual
Jew but also, by blending his secular conduct with his traditional religiOUS
commitment, has rendered him more responsive to the practices and judgments
of his non- Jewish fr i ends and neighbors.
The Jewtoday often appears toderive status and goed will by serving as a
"tolerance object" to persons sensitive to the social demand for acceptance
of "different" religions and races . 3 The situation is made evident by the incorporation of a wide varie t y of Jewi sh expressions into the language; by the
appearance of Jewish food on the menus of gentile restaurants; and by the
growing presence of many non - Jews at such ritual occasions as the bar mitzvah
and the seder.
Such expressions of tol era nce and acceptance exert their own pressure upon
the Jew. He oftentimes feels compelled to ref rain from demonstrating his Jewishness lest he strain the acceptance of his non- Jewish neighbors and associates. Moreover, it is necessary for him to manifest his own tolerance and
acceptance by the reciprocal assumption of attitudes and practices previously
foreign or contrary to his religious outlook.
For those persons concerned with the integrity and survival of the Jewish
community and its theological constancy, the diluting and the diffUSion of selected religiOUS elements cannot help but be viewed with concern. The incorporation of secular, and particularly of Christian, ingredients into Jewish
behavior poses a severe threat to the continuing identity of the Jewish group.
As such, it inevitably calls into play the suasion and the divE!rse talents of
the rabbinate in an effort to re-establish some viable modus vivendi which
will provide Jews with a maximum of ethnic and religious identity without insisting upon a commitment so stark as to invite total alienation.
Th e dilemma involved in such a situation is perhaps nowhere more vividly
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illustrated than with regard to the phenomenon of death. Jewish attitudes toward death and Jewi sh practices regarding the dead reflect elements that date
their source from biblical times. The general theological position and practices among Jews regarding death, howeve r, have bee n greatly influenced by
those distinctly American cultural patterns now shared by Jew and gentile alike .
Death may be said to pose in its most elementa l form the que stion of identity for the Jew, inasmuch as it involves ideas of Goo, of family, and of religion. To be buried without religious sanctification is for the Jew a categoric
disaffiliation with a religion which has tended to be embracive and which
claims its adherents despite their active or passive d i savowal of affiliati o n.
However, the Jewish funeral ceremony, unlike the bar mitzvah or the wedding,
has historically been separa te from the synagOgue. At death , paradoxically,
the key decisions regarding a sa cred or a secular burial ofte n devo lve upon
the younger generation, persons who, in American society today, a re less
likely to be committed to t he basiC traditions of their faith .
It is in this context that t he two major institutional figures in the rit ual of
death -- th e rabbi and the funera l director--come t o play their respective parts.
Ideally, the rabbi, in the fact of a death , would emphasize the religious
obligations of the survivors . In keeping wi th authoritative doctri ne , he ex pects of th e family a simp le a nd unadorned funeral; a funeral preferably arranged by certain members of the congregation, the Hevra Kaddisha . The
corpse, dressed in a plain shroud, wou ld be buried quickly, unembalmed, in
a wooden coffin. The relig ious tone wou ld be imparted by the family sitting
s hiv a for a period of seve n days , saying kaddish, observing yizk or, and participating in yahrzeit, the annual remembrance for dead pa rents held at the
synagogue. " This is the way it has always been done," it will be said, "so
therefore thi s is the way it should be done. " The re is a vague inkling of divine
disp leasure with inconstancy, though such displeasure inevitably has to be
focused on the living rather than the deceased, since Jewish dogma , with controversial exception s, holds out no promise of an afterli fe or threat of e t erna l
perditi o n to secu re compliance to sacred injunctions . 4
All of the elements of the rabbinical idea l are not necessarily, howeve r, mutually shared by members of his congregation . The enactment of anyone or
several of the rites may be seen by the mourner as adequate to sustain his affiliati on to his religious community and to satis fy hi s ob lig ations to the de ce ased.
Thus, for example, in a study conducted in Park Forest, Illinois, yahrzeit was
the only religious ritual of concern for otherwise secularized Jews . 5
In contra st t o the ideal of the ra bbi, the Jewish funeral director usually
would prefer, by the na ture of his interest in t he comm odities of dea th, a more
e laborate ceremony, a well - dressed corpse, an open casket, emba l ming, and
similar procedures. On the other ha nd, it is essentia l tha t the Jewish funeral
director ca refully ac commodate his services t o religiOUS prinCiples as well ,
for he is a Jewish fu neral director and by the very de fini tion of this restricted
role h i s own survival is i ntima tely tied to the surviva l of t he group he serves .
The Je wi sh funeraldirectormust provide something to distinguish his service
from that of his gen tile competitorsi otherwise he is redundant. And, further,
if he does not reinforce the particularly Jewish nature of his service at a time
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when survivors are particularly sensitive to such reinforcement, he will become
superfluous.
Thus the rabbi and the funeral director, confronted in part, at least, with
dissimilar goals, are nonetheless dependent upon each other in the performance
of their duties. As a consequence, they not only both help t o preserve the
integrity of the Jewish community but also contribute to each others' well being.
Procedure of the Study

In terms of the foregoing it may be anticipated that the relationship between the rabbi and the funeral director will provide clues as to their conflicting roles as well as to the process of seculariza t ion in the Jewish community, particularly as this process is most sensitively mirrored in the ri tuals surrounding death.
In order to gauge the directionand intensity of secularization in the cere monies surrounding death the senior author conducted a study among American
Protestant, Catholic and Jewish clergymen. The appraisals by Protes tant and
Catholic clergy of contempora~ American funeral practices were dealt with in
an earlier report of that study. This paper presents the attitudes of the rabbis
who participated in that study but who, for various reasons, were not included
in the earlier report.
To gather information , an open-ended questionnaire was prepared which
asked questions concerning the purpose and function of the funeral, the duties of the clergyman, the duties of the funeral director, areas of conflict between the two functionaries, degree of personal contact, etc .
In addition, persona l information was solicited from the respondents regarding their congregational affiliation, age, education , the number of funerals
conducted yearly, the average income of the families served, etc. Space was
provided for additional comment. A letter wa s included with the questionnaire
which explained t he study to the clergymen,
them that the questionnaire was anonymous and directed them not to sign their name.
The sample wa s dra wn from religious denominations which reported a mem bership of one-half million or more in 1958. A ratio of one clergyman for every
95,000 church members was established by the investigator as the bpsis for
t he sample , providing a tota l of 1,990 clergymen to be sent questionnaires .
Beca use several Negro churches failed to rrticipate in the · study, the number
of clergymen finally selected was 1,802.
The names of the clergymen were
randomly drawn from the most recent church directories available. In addition,
the c lergymen were chosen on a proportional basis from the six geographical
regions of the United States to insure adequate regional representation. A total of 633 questionnaires were returned and processed constituting a sample
return of 35 . 1 per cent. Of these, 389 were Protestant, 202 were Catholic,
and 36 we re Jewish, representing a reply of approximately 41 per cent, 26 per
cent , and 33 per cent, respectively, for the three faiths . Six questionnaires
were returned undesignated as to religion.
Of the total number of questionnaires sent out, one hundred and eight were
mailed on a proportional basis to the three major Jewish congregations as fol I
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lows: United Hebrew Congregation (Reform ) 20; United Synagogues of America
(Conservative ) 30 ; Un ited Orthodox Congregation (Orthodox) 58 . Thirty-six
questionnaires were returned, of which 17 were Reform, 10 were Conservative
and 9 were Orthodox, a return of approximately 85 per c e nt, 33 per cent and
16 per cent respectively. First a qualification: the very sma ll number of returns to be analyzed peffilits us at this juncture ~o speak on ly speculatively
or in terms of tendencies . No significance of a statistical na ture should be
attached to the findings reported here. However, in view of the infoffilation
at hand respecting Protestant and Catholic clerical opinion 8 and information
exterior to that stud~ it is believed that the responses elicited provide ins ights and information of value.
Social and Personal Attributes of th e Rabbis
With certain exceptions, the social and personal attributes of the rabbis
in the sample show no significantd1fferences to distinguish those of one congregation from another.
There is no clustering of the respondents geographically. All three congrega tions are represented more or less evenly over the six major regions of
the United States . The length of association with a congregation is widely
distributed in all three groups with a range from one year to fifty-seven years
of service . Congregation size also fluctuates wide ly for all three groups as
does th e number of funerals conducted annua lly. (The majority of resp ondents
report, howev e r, that the i r funerals are conducted in a funeral home rather
than i n the home or synagogue. ) The educational level of the three groups of
rabbis is similar with a graduate degree reported in almost every instance.
Three factors do serve to differentiate the three groups of rabbis, however.
The ConseIVative rabbis are more of one age --in their 40's and 50's-- whereas
the Orthcx::lox and Reform rabbis show a grea t variation in their ages- - from 27
years to 79 years. The Conservative ra bbis report re sid e nc e in the large me tropolitan areas (1, 000, 000 or more popula ti on) wh ile the Reform and Orthcx::lox
rabbis report res idence in cities of less than 1, 000, 000. Orthodox rabbis report t he l owest average income for the fam i lies of the i r congregation; Reform
rabbis report the highest .
Some Major Findings
In general, the ra bbis of the three congrega ti ons view the purpose of the
funeral ceremony in much the same light . For them , the funeral is bas i cally
a religious service which not only "serves to honor God" but which "pays tribute to the deceased ". It is a ceremony which "assuages the grief of the survivors " and is a "comfort" to them in their loss . The funeral also is seen to
be educational, l.e., " to arouse th ough t about a better life" , Briefly it could
be said that the range of responses to this question encompasses for the most
part the varied responses of both the Protestantand Catholic clergy of the prior
report.
The ra bbis a re some wha t d ivided--a s are the Protestant a nd Catholic c lergy--on the ques ti on of the adequacy of the modern funeral. The focus of their
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criticism differs , however. Whereas t he Protestant ministers are sharply critical of contemporary funEral practices and the part played by the funeral director, the rabbis level their criticism pr imarily at the fam il ies of t he deceased .
Such state ments as, "family avoidance of dea t h , " and " overe motionalis m of

survivors " characterize the range of the latters ' responses.
The clergy of the three denomi nations are i n agreement, however, r egarding
the question of whether the funeral has changed signifi ca ntly or not. Typically the f uneral is seen by them as shorter and "less emotional today, " " more
formal," more "a business, " with "less emphasis given t o th e fu ne ral orations." The emphasis of the ceremony today, t hey report , is on "comforting
the living". Mentioned also is the belief that the funeral had become "an attempt to deny death" . Rabbis are pOinted in t heir charge t h at " Jewish rites
have been rejected to conform to current middle-c lass Protestant mores," and
"what was once a real religious experience is now a ' send - off ' for the dead. "
As far as future changes in the funeral ceremony are concerned , the rabbis
are essentially in agreement with each other and with their Protestant colleagues. The majority of respondents of all three Jewish congregations stress
the need fora "return to more traditional Jewish practices," for " l ess ostent atious display of wealth, " and for" less emphasis upon the physical remains ."
With the question on the specific duties of the religious leader, the striking Similarity between the views of t he rabbis and those of the Protestant clergy is again what must be mentioned. In contrast to the Catholic clergy who
see themselves as primarily responsible for the conduct of the ceremony, the
rabbis and the Protestant clergymen view their role primarily as one of counselor, friend of the bereaved , comforter, a person ready to he l p and assist in
wh atever ma n ner possibl e.
The role of t h e funeral direc t or, on the other hand , is felt by all three
groups of cle rgy to be one of a rra ng i ng the spec i fically physical or mecha nieal
aspect s of the f uneral. The Protestant c!ergyare ada mant i n their feeling that
t he funeral director should a ttend solely to these duties. The Catho lic priests
mention the physical duties but suggest more often than the Protestant res ponden t s t hat the duties of the funera l direct or should incl ude a social facto r
as we l l. It i s int eresting , t he refore , that although the rabbis overwhelmingly concu r t hat t h e major role of th~ funeral director cente r s arou nd the phy s ica l as pects of t he funeral , nearly one-half of the rabbis feel t hat the funera l
director should sha r e in th e emotional needs of t h e survivors . The rabbis di stingu i sh , however , be t ween the extension of sympathy or an act of ki ndness
on t he part of the funeral d i rector and an attempt to counselor guide the b ereaved " professiona lly" . The latte r, t h ey state empha t ically, i s t he pr ovi nce
of t he cle rgyman. It is the responsibilit y of the funeral director, suggest t h e
rabbis of the different cong r Egations , to provide a sincer e , d i g nifi ed service
and in co nju nction with, or as a corollary t o, his duties is the responsibility
of t h e f uneral director to con s ult w ith the rabbi and provide him w ith t echni ca l ass i stance when needed.
The question on ov e r lapping functions presents a curious problem ; few
rabbis c h ose to respond to th is item . Not one of the seventeen Reform rab bis re plied and only one Conservative rabbi chose t o do so. The Orthod ox
rabbis who did reply mention tha t fu neral d ire ctors " encourage practices not
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conforming to religiou s law" or "tend to intrude in the clergyman's area." In
contrast, the Protestant clergymen are genera lly quite outspoken o n this question and express the confus i on and conflict they experience in the relationship without hesitation. Considering the essential similarity of replies of the
Protesta nt and Jewi sh clergymen on many of the other questions the avoidance
of this question by the overwhelming majority of rabbis can on ly be surmised.
It is of interest, even t hough it lacks statistical confidence, that the Orthodox rabbis view the funeraldirectoras more "exploitive" than do the rabbis
of the other two congregations. Such statements as the following express the
sentiment of those who concur with the notion of exploitation: "Urg e expensive caskets," "appeal to emotions," "display for ' worth ' of individual," and
" exploit grief and guilt". While the Conservative respondents are about evenly divided on this question the Reform rabbis decidedly disagree with the proposition. It is to be noted, however, that as with the Protestant and Catholic clergy, the number of rabbis who know personally of an incident of exploitation is less than those who agree to the proposition . Few believe that incidents of explO itation are general.
The rabbis do not think it unethical for funeral directors to adve rtise their
servic es. They do objec t rather strenu ously, however, to th e idea of funeral
directors adverti sing prices. In this they are aga in in agreement with the Protesta nt a nd Ca tholic clergy. The tenor of their remarks is tha t as a profes sional
person or quasi-professional person, it is unethical and out of keeping with
the services a funeral director offers to adve rtise prices. Yet, when asked
about the professional status of the fun eral direct or, only two rabbiS (Conservative) replied that they see him primarily as a profeSSional man. The majority of Protestant and Catholic clergymen as well, view the funeral director as
possessing both the a ttributes of a profeSSional man and those of a business
man.
The replies tothe question of what i s a reasonaple price for a funeral pre sent a mixed picture by virtue of the fact that the rabbis specify different items
to be included in the total price. With caution it can be suggested, however,
that there is a tendenc y for the prices suggested to reflect the income level
of the re spondent ' s congregation. That i s , 'the Ort hodox rabbiS believe that
a reasonable price range is from $250 . 00 to $600.00 while the Reform ra bbiS
at the other extrem e report a price rang e from $500 . 00 to $1,500 . 00.
The dual nature of the funeral d irector ' s role i s again reflected in the replies of the rabbiS to the questi o n of social contact with t he funeral director.
As with the Protes tant and Catholic clergy, few Jewish responde nts (fiv e of
the thirty-six) report any c ontact of a personal or socia l nature with the funeral director even though th ere is in all probability conti nuous contact between th e two functionaries throughout the years .
Finally, des pite the criticism leveled at the funeral director the consensus of th e rabbis (a gain in agreement with th e Prot estant and Catholic clergy
of the earlier report) is that ·funeral arrangements should not be handled through
a governmental agency .
Ambivale nce toward the funeral director results in tension and anxiety
within the fune ral complex and socia l avoidance without. In orde r to understand this ambivalence it i s necessary to consider c e rtain intrin s ic conflicts
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and ambiguit ies that are basic to the mode rn American funeral and which ma y
be encountered by clergymen everywhere regardless of their faith.
Stemming fro m a basic religi ous distincti on betwee n the spi rit and the
flesh i s a des ire on the part of the cle rgy not to show the body a t the funeral,
or, at lea st, to demand tha t the casket be c losed before the service begins .
Clergymen fear that the attention paid to the bodily remains by means of em-

balming, restoration, flowers and costly entombment res ults in a subseq uent
lack of a tte ntion to the s piritual meani ng of death . Another area of conflict
for the individual clergyman is found in the fact that the fun era l is o ne of th e
most significant ce remon ies o f his church . By the v e ry nature of fa ith itself
he believes that pai1:icular rites, ceremonies and beliefs of his faith command
a "priority of sanctity" over all other faiths . A funera l director, if he makes
his services available to people of a ll faiths seems n ot onl y to question the
greater sanctity of one faith over another or one rite over another , but also,
by hi s presence at the funeral service, appears t o threaten t he very efficacy
of the rite itself. By virtue of hi s proximity with death and the "re lative" attitude he may tak e toward all funerals, he is. in a religious sense, "unclean" .
Th e request or insistence on the part of clerg ym en or relatives that the funeral
director be of the same faith as the deceased can be seen as a fear of taint
and/or a desire to prevent the intru sion of what is cons id ered pagan elements
into the funera l ceremony. It is this sa me fear of contamination which forbids certain Jewish ma l es from entering a cemetery or a Catholic priest from
entering a non- Catholic ceme t ery .
The funeral director , moreover, i s caught up in the mechanics of c om merc e , yet he is, at th e same time, identified with, and drawn into, the sacred aspects of th e fun e ral. This fund amen tal contradiction in h i s role, unique
to American occupations, i s at th e root o f much o f the conflict a nd criticism
reported throughout thi s as well as th e proceed i ng study .
The general notion o f the concern express ed b y the clergy with regard t o
the funeral director thus a ppear s to de rive in great pa rt from three source s :
first, their aversion to his alleged ove remphasi s o f the body, seco nd, their
conce rn over his "re lative" attitude toward the funeral and th e "tainted" nature of his calling generally , and third, their confUSion with respect to his
ambigu ous role as both a "sacred" and "secular" functionary.
Conclusion
Th e overall impression that is left from a reading of the questionnaires
is that with some exceptions th e Je wish responses a re more closely akin to
the Pro testant viewpoint than to the Catholic. Ye t, like the Catholic priest,
the tend e ncy of the rabbi is to pres e rve, or return to, the traditional cerem o nies and practices attendant upon a death. This is in contrast t o the Prot estant minister whos e response gives th e impression of a strong reformistic impulse .
Despite the criticisms leveled at the funeral and the funeral director by
the rabbis the data do not suggest that the rabbis~ ~ are as critical toward
the conte mporary Am e rican funeral or the funeral director a s are t he Protestant
clergy. I t would appear rather that much of their c riticism is directed toward
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the fam ilies of the deceased, who, the rabbis protest, seek to dramatize theil
sorrow or demonstrate their wealth at the expense of a religious ceremony.
There are factors, however, which make the rabbis critical of modern funeral practices and which cause the reform of the modern funeral to be advocated not on ly by the rabbinate but by th e Jewish laity as well. Not the least
of these is the fact that honoring the dead is anancient and still noble custom
among th e Jews . That this is so in spite of the slow assimilation of the Jew
into other cultures and the cons tant attrition cultural exposures has had upon
other of his ancient traditions and observances speaks strongly for the significance of death in Jewish culture.
Intrinsic to the Jewish funeral is the principle of equality of all men. This
idea is reflected in the insistence upon simplicity in the observa nce of a death
and the avoidance of any invidious distinction between rich and poor. This
idea of equality, moreover, i s to be understood not on ly in a world of wealth
and poverty, of privilege and dis privilege, but also in the dichotomous world
of Jew and gentile. Simplicity and equalityat death give meaning to th e Jew.
Lacking a theology that gives consistent assurance of a life after death, the
Jew finds meaning to life and identity of self i n the simple shroud, the una dorned casket, the charitable work of the Hevra Kaddisha, the consolation of
the learned rabbi, and in the sacrificial duties of shiva. For the Jew to sug gest that even in death men are unequal and different strikes not only at his
theology but also at his own self-conception--both as a man and as a Jew .

***
The authors wish to express th eir appreciation and acknowledge th eir debt
to Julie Ann Ful ton for her editorial assistance throughout the preparation of
this paper.

Footnotes
1. While a valid demographic portrait of American Jewry is still unavailab le, analysis of specific a reas can provide c lues to the larger demograph ic
picture. The reader i s referred, for example, to Herbert J. Gans, "The Origin and Growth of a Jewish Community in the Suburbs: A Study of the Je ws of
Park Forest," in Marshall Sklare, (ed.l The Jews: Social Patterns of.2.!! American Group, (Glencoe, Illinois: The Fre e Pres s, 1958), pp . 205-248; Ben B.
Seligman and Aaron Antonovsky, "Some Aspects of Jewish Demography," in
Sklare, (ed.l QQ. cit., pp. 45-93; Harry Gersh, "The New Suburbanites of the
50 ' s, " Commentary I?, #"3, (March, 19 54), pp. 209-221; and Alvin Chenkin,
"Demographic Review of the Year," American Iewish Yearbook, 1965, (Philadelphia : Je wish Publi cation Society of America, 1966), pp. 139-154; and see
a lso: Marshall Sklare a nd Jose ph Greenblum, Iewish Ide ntity on the Suburban
Frontier: !l Study of Group Survival in the Open Society, (New York: Basic
Books, 1967); Benjamin B. Ringer, The Edge of Friendliness: !i Study of Iew-
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ish - Gentile Relations, (New York: Basic Books, 1967).
2. See , for example I Nathan Glazer "The American Jew and the Attainment of Middle-class Rank : Some Trends and Explanations, " in Skla re, (ed.) ,
.2£. c it ., pp. 138- 146; Gans , .£E. cit.; David G. Mandelbaum, " Change and
Continuity in Jewish Life I " in Sklare, (ed.), ..Q.£. cit. I pp. 509-519; Morris
Freedman , "The Jewish College Student: Ne w Model," in Elliot E. Cohen ,
(ed.), Comm entary £!.! the American Scene, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1953),
pp. 281- 300; Irving Howe, "Spruceton Jewry Adjusts Itself," in Cohen (ed.) ,
..Q.E. cit., pp. 320-337.
3. For a discussion of traditional Jewish beliefs with regard to the soul of
the dead, see, Hayyim Schauss, The Lifetime of a Jew , (New York : Union of
American Hebrew Congregations , 1950), Chapter 22, ("Beliefs Connected with
Death , " ) pp. 273-300 ; William M. Kephart, " Status After Death," American
Sociological Review , 15 (Oct., 1950), pp. 635-643; and Sa muel H. Dresner,
The Jew in American Life (New York : C rown Publishers, Inc ., 1963) Chapt er
2 , pp. 20 - 49 .
4. See the discussion of the secular assimilation of Jews in Gans,..QQ. cit.
passim; and Marshall Sklare, "Intermarriage and the Jewish Future," Commentary, 37 , #4 (April, 1964), pp, 46 - 52 ,
5 . Gans ,..QQ . cit., pp. 222-223.
6 . Robert Fulton, "The Glergyman and the Funeral Director: A Study in Role
Confl ict ," Socia l Forces, 39, # 4 (May, 1961), pp. 317-323 .
7. Ibid., p. 318. No specific reason could be gleaned for the reluct ance
of the Negro churches to participate. Both l ocal and national headquarte rs of
the two largest Negro churches were approached without success.
8 . Ibid., passim.
9 . Such information includes excerpts from se rm ons, books, pamphlets and
o th e r printed material and the programs of memorial societies presently operating throughout the country. The opinions expressed in these publications
parallel the findings of this study.
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THE

IRI SH WAJ<E:

ASOCIOLOGICAL

ApPRAISAL

J()jN J . KANE

There is no culture in which people do not surround the disposal of a corpse
with ritual. The process of funeralizationis a progression of activities leading from the mome1t of death to th e disposition of the body with some extensions beyond th is.
In view of the universal social character of funeral s it is surprising that
soci o l ogists have done so little resea rch in this area. Professor W. M. Kephart represents an early and infrequent attempt at funeral research. His studyanalyzes th e influence of class sta tus on the process of funeraliz aUan . 2
Most articles on death and funerals however are popular descriptions and
pleas for change in existing customs and have not proved fruitful.
This article is an effort to describe and analyze the characteristics of the
Irish Wake both abroad and among the immigrant Irish in the United States.
A great deal of the material about Irish wakes must be drawn from novels and
short stories. But this material is high ly vivid and provides detailed de scription s of customs surrounding the wake.
The word wake, which really means "watch," undoubtedly had its origins
in pagan times. It was probably based on the belief that it was necessary to
watch over the body lest evil spirits snatch it away or enter it. But the Irish
wake has quite a different function. It entails the three aspects of funeralization, namely the disposition of the body, the welfare of the soul, and particularly the meeting of the need s of the bereaved. 3 Perhaps the chief functions of the Irish wak e can be summarized under two headings: paying respects to the deceased and meeting the needs of th e bereaved.
John A. Jackson has described an Irish wake in England. The wak e was
not peculiarly Irish since th e cus t om was common am ong the poor throughout
England particularly in the first half of the nineteenth century . They had a
strong prejudice against an early burial. Consequently the corpse would occupy the only bed in the room in which perhaps as many as twelve persons
might spend the night. There the corpse remained for several days during the
daily activity of the family until money could be found for the burial and the
wake . Even if money had been available, the funeral might still be delayed
for more than a week . It was customary to hold the wake on the Sunday folI
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lowing the death if the death occurred early in the week. If death occurred
late in the week I the wake was held on the following second Sunday . Of
course I this depended to some extent upon the weather.
Even though the person might have died of a contagious disease the corpse
was still retained for a relatively long period of time. If quite poor they had
to collect the money among equally poor friend s and neighbors in order to provide the refreshments required by the custom. Jackson cites one case in which
a young woman had died in a workhouse, and her mother persuaded the authorities to permit her to return the body, Sh e raised money for the wake through
three separate subscriptions , but each time the money was spent on drink before the wake began. Six persons died of a fev e r contracted by contact with
the body and about twenty became ill. It should be pointed out, however, that
there was no clear medical opinion about whether or not the body of the person
who had died from a contagious disease was dangerous . 4
Jackson mentions that the corpse is often treated with as little ceremony
as a carcase at a butcher shop. The Irish are so eager to have an imposing funeraL that almost nothing surpasses their efforts to do so. But the deceased
does not share in the reverence which this anxiety for a fitting funeral would
seem to indicate. The reason is that the body is never absent from their sight
whether they are eating or drinking. They even sleep in the same room. To
them the corpse becomes as familiar as anything else. Children may push it
around, an article may be rested upon it, and sometimes it is a place to hide
a drink if someone enters unexpectedly . But the Irish were no worse in this
respect than others. As a matter of fact they took more trouble than the English to arrange candles around the bed of the body and to place a black cross
above the head. This seems to indicate the Irish were somewhat more re spectful. 5
Another description of a wake in Ireland states that when the corpse is
placed in the coffin but before it is nailed shut the immediate relatives of the
family come forward to embrace the deceased and take their last look and
farewell. The, children were brought over sing ly to perform this sad ceremony.
The oldest son and daughter in their teens lay on the coffin kissing the lips
of their father and were torn away on ly with difficulty.
Then the widow who had sat behind the coffin in a sense of deep bereave ment was informed that it was her turn to take her last farewell before the funeral procession began. Her face became a dark shade of anguish and she
stooped over the coffin kissing her deceased husband several times. Then
she stopped sobbing and lay quietly with her mouth to his. At this point there
was not a dry eye in the room. Finally the author was convinced that she had
fainted. They went over and discovered this to be the case and revived her. 6
At the same time the funeral keening was descri bed. This may vary a bit
fr om place to place but generally an elderly woman or women begin the chant.
It is usually done in a high plantive key and extol s the virtues of thedeceased.
Then they chant "Wurrah I Wurrah. "
In rural Ireland following the wake there was a funeral procession to the
cemetery. In this case the deceased had been ki lled by a blow in a fight with
anot her man. It was unintentional but nevertheless the adherents of the deceased referred to it as murder. In the course of the proceSSion, since it was
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not too far out of the way, they passed t he home of the man who had struck
him . They set the coffin down and the keening began .
If the person before whose home the coffin has been set down is innocent
he comes out and lays his right hand on the coffin to protest the innocence
of the blood of the deceased and asks God to witness the truth of this statement. If the person is guilty of the crime then his door is closed or the ceremony is broken up
violence or the house is aba ndoned by the people until
the funeral passes .
When a s tranger happened to meet a funeral in Ireland he always turned
back and accompanied it for a short distance. It was considered unlucky to
omit this.
A temporary altar had been erected in the ceme tery and the priest met the
procession near the entrance. He celebrated the mass for the dead. Then
he turned to the crowd and asked "Who will give offerings?" A wealthy man
came forward and gave two guineas and the priest took this putting it on a
plate. He then set out among the crowd accompanied by two or three othe r s
who were best acquainted with the parishioners. They pronounced in a loud
voice the name of any man who gave the mone y and the amount given. The
people competed in the amounts donated . The prayers of Protestants were not
accepted on these occasions, but their financial contributions were. 8 Afte r
the bod y is lowered into the grave, the priest takes the shovel and throws in
two or three shove lfuls of soil: one in the name of the Father, one the Son
a nd one the Holy Ghos t. The sexton then takes over and in a short time the
casket is covered. The crowd had brou§"ht ou t tobacco, pipes and whiskey
and d ra nk and smoked in the graveyard.
They then returned to the home of the deceased for cake and wine. The
priest implores them that since they had a decent funeral not to get dru nk or
fight. The first drink is a toast to the corpse . It was "For poor Dennis's
he a lth that now in his warm grave, and God be merciful to his soul." After
the funeral and drinking they staged a pitch battle between the two factions.
The priest went down and brough t his whip with him to break up the brawl . 10
In this country certain modifications were necessary in the Irish wake .
When the large immigrations of Irish occu rred in the 1840's and 1850 ' s , they
tended to settle in ghe ttoe s in larg e eas tern seaport cities. The wakes continued and they were characterized by keening, d rinking and sometimes brawls.
After the corpse was interred, they raced the i r hacks through the s treets,
creating considerable commotion, in order to have the honor of being the first
one to arrive at th e home of the deceased . The length of the cortege was
quite important. The longer it was, the more honor to the deceased. In vain
priests implored them to give up what they conSidered irrevere nt behaVior in
connection with funera ls .10
While changes in ritual come slowly , nevertheless, they did occur. The
description of the wake of Knocko Minihan in The Last Hurrah is quite a subdued affair compared to the wakes of t he nineteenth and earlier twentieth cent ury. There is no a lcoh olic beverage provided although ot her refreshments a re
a v ailab le. The re is a ty pica l segregation of the sex es, me n in the rear room,
women i n the pa rlor. There is a lso a tendency to ignore t he deceased a fter
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having paid respects t o him and to discuss politics or other matters. But
pride in the number of persons present exists and Mayor Skeffington, as a fa vor to the widow, a friend of his wife's, practically orders city employees to
attend .11
A curious custom among the Irish was what was called the American wake.
This did not exist in England or Germany although both had relatively large
numbers of emigrants. Furthermore even though the emigrant was going to
Canada or Australia it was still called an American wake.
It did not involve anyone who had died but rather someone who was about
to emigrate such as a young son or daughter. To the parents this represented
nothing l ess than a final loss since the emigra nt might die in the course of
his travels or because of distance would probably never be seen again. They
made littl e distinction between going to America and gOing to the grave ..
The time at which the American wake first came into being is not known but
it was being carried on as early as 1830. As e migration increased the custom
became more widespread. It generally began at night fall on the evening before the emigrant was to leave and went on until the early hours of the morning. Precise times varied according to t he seasons of the year, t he distance
from the local railroad station and the departure time of the train .12
For some weeks or days prior to the wake, the young emigrant would make
the rounds of a ll his friends and neighbors in the community to inform them
that he was leaving and wished to say good-bye. This was a type of inform al invitat i on to attend the wake and all visited made it a pOint to be present.
Even if he d idn 't v i sit them word spread quickly of his leaving and all who
could, did attend .
They also had old women in the community to keen. Just as in the case of
the form er wake described, it would become a sorrowful eulogy upon the virtues of the emigrant and the sufferings inflicted upon him and his parents .
The effect of it could not be resisted and before long the old keeners were
joined by a chorus of wailing women and weeping men including the emigrant
himself . 13
Some wakes were rather sombre but most were convial . Well in advance,
women ba ked and cooked to prepare for it. If th e family were poor, th e neigh bors contributed eggs, tea, bread, and jam, A half a barrel of porter would
be provided for the men, If the family, however, couldn 't afford this then each
man brought his own refreshments or a general collection was taken up for the
drink . Sometimes th e whole cost of the wake was paid for by some Irish friend
in America , 14
If money were available a fiddler or melodeon player was called in, If
money were lacking then someone was chosen to lilt th e tunes, that is, th ey
carried it not using words but rather "la-la - Ia," The young people began to
dance usually jigs, reels, quadrilles, horn pipes and Irish s t e p-dancing. On
one occasion a father said to his son, "G et up here, Son, and face me in a step
for likely it will be the last step ever we will dance. " At that paint there was
not a dry eye in the house ,IS
The break of dawn brought a trying moment for now it was time for the emigrant to depa rt from his parents and relations. The last embraces were most
sad, One emigrant woman stated it would not have been so bad in the mornI
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ing if everyone had simply said 'S o-long," and you would know that they never
expected to see you again . It was as if you were gOing out to be buried .16
The younger people wou ld then form what was called a "convoy" and accompany the emigrant to the station. To aVOid this the emigrant might simply
stea l away . But American wakes were special occasions for people of rural
Ireland and they ranked in importance only slightly less than birth, marriage
and death . In fact, an event might be dated from the night of a particu lar person ' s American wake.
Culturally speaking , the Irish are not onl y demonstrative and emotionall but
they are a l so superstitious. Fairies, banshees and leprechauns are not lightly
dismissed as Arensburg has shown . There was grave danger from what was
called the "ship's fever" on the voyage to the New World. To guard against
this the Irish made what they call" frog bread." They killed, roasted and pulverized a frog and mixed the ashes with oatmeal from which the emigrant ' s
bread was made . He would eat this on his way to America and was believed
to keep him immune from fever.
To guard against drowning, they gave him a caul, the inner membrane enclosing the fetus before birth. This would be borrowed from someone in the
neighborhood and he sent it back by mail after he arrived safely. They also
employed love charms. A young male emigrant would have pubic hair from his
girl sewn secretly into his c lothing. If the girl were leaving some of her pubic hair would be worn by the boyan his genitals. They also soaked a small
piece of linen with the menstrual fluid of the girl and had this secretly sewn
into the garment of the male emigrant. Thus it was believed his love would
remain constant .17
As pointed out earlier the two major functions of the Irish wake appear to
include respect torthe deceased and consolation for the bereaved. The amount
of respe ct paid th e deceased became a somewhat competitive business. Thus,
the length of the funeral procession, the number of per sons who attended and
the amount and variety of refreshments, all entered into the matter. Even the
very poor would skimp and save a ~ong time if necessary t o provide a respectable wake. It was believed that in this way they were showing their love
and affection for the deceased . Although as it was painted out above some times their behaVior seemed to be downright irreverent.
For the bereaved death is a very disturbing and diSintegrating experience.
If the behavior patterns of immediate bereavement become habitual, the personality is in an unhealthy state. The individual can no longer solve his day
to day problems and does not get pos itive values from life. For this reason
it is easy to see that the therapeutic implications ofa funeral are essential. 18
The various preparations required for a wake undoubtedly kept the bereaved
busy . And while they were certainly sad , the visitation by large numbers of
friends and relatives, who were paying their last respects to the deceased,
did offer some comfort. There was also room for their emotions to be express ed in a somewhat institutional way through the custom of keening.
Despite its aspects of merriment, even excessive drinking and brawling ,
the wake still was intended to be a reverent matter. Blessed candles were
placed around or at the head and foot of the corpse, a crucifix was therE} and
in the United States later it was the custom for a priest to come and recite
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the rosary. This was particularly true if the deceased had belonged to any
of the church organizations such as the Sodality, the Holy Name, or the Altar
and Rosary Socie t y .
Culturally the Irish were a very gregarious people. They were strangers in
an alien land suffering economic and social discrimination. Most of the
Irish immigrants lived on the verge of poverty.. and death was particularly sad
when it took away the bread winner. Perhaps it was a certain amount of comfort to be gained from the importation of their funeral customs from Ireland.
Since the rites of passage are important in all cultures it is not surprising to note the extravagent rituals of the wake. It represented a last and almost desperate effort at times to show love and respect for the deceased . It
was also an occasion for the gathering of relatives who may not have seen
each other for years. This, of course, is tru e of almost any funeral .
The custom of the American wake which was practically a symbolic death
is less understood by contemporary peoples. But in those days the length and
danger of the sea voyage to the United States was considerable. Jets did not
exist and if they had it is doubtful that most emigrants would ever have had
the money to return to Ireland . So in effect, this parting was not entirely dissimilar from death in th at it was almost inevitably final.
I

I
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TIE EFFECTS (f IfJU\\S'ENT

ON CERTAIN RELIGIOUS ATTITUDES &BEHAVIOR
GLENN G, LOVElAND
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM

A survey of the literature reveals that no definitive answer has been supplied for the question of the effect of bereavement upon religious attitudes
and behavior, a question of interest to many types of semi-professionals and
professionals, and to sociologists professionally interested in disorganization, religion, the family, and death.
Several studies do touch upon this problem, including that of Paul C.
Glick and Kimball Young, the study which most directly precipitated this re search. l As a small part of a larger study, Glick and Young reported four respondents who reported attending church regularly Qut of gratitude for the outcome of some religiously pivotal event, and an equal number who reported
infrequent church attendance because of an unhappy outcome of a similar pivotal event. The pivotal event most mentioned by the frequent attenders was
the recovery from serious illness of a relative or friend, while the infrequent
attenders noted death of a friend or relative as their pivotal event.
A much larger study conducted by Gerald Gurin, Joseph Veroff, and Sheila
Feld utilized a national sample and touched upon the question, although using a different terminology than crisis situations and pivotal events. 2 Of interest here are "worry," "happiness" and "unhappiness" situations. The
most frequently mentioned unhappiness situation ofthe past was the death of
a loved one , and it was reported that one third of the sample tended to pray
in unhappiness situations, by far the most frequently mentioned situational
motivation for prayer.
Other studies of relevance include that of A. T. Welford, in which he found
that some of his subjects used prayer in an attempt to change the real world
and some prayed to ameliorate their own psychological states. 3 Both groups,
however, reported praying only as a last resort, when human ingenuity could
not alter the situation.
S . A . Stouffer and his associates undertook a study of fighting men in the
Second World War. 4 They found that seventy- five percent of the men from
1. Paul C. Glickand Kimball Young, " Justifications for Religious Attitudes
and Habits ," Social Forces, Vol. 17 (February , 1943), 45 - 68.
2 . Gerald Gurin, Joseph Veroff, and Sheila reId, Americans View Their
Mental Health (New York: Basic Books, 1960), 36, 366.
3. A. T. Welford, " Is Religious Behavior Dependent Upon Affect or Frus tration," Journal of Abnormal PSYChology , Vol. 62 (July, 1947), 310-319 .
4. S. A. Stouffer and others , The American Soldier , Volume II: Combat
and its Aftermath (Princeton University Press , 1949).
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their sample claimed to pray "when the going was tough." Those reporting
being more religious after war experience claimed to be so because of the
help they received through prayer, while those reporting themselves less religious claimed to be so because of seeing church-goers kil led and because
of the horrors of war.
Thomas D. Eliot reported that the religious institutions are of necessity
helpful to the bereaved, bereavement being a time when no other social rituals apply . 5 Howard P. Becker noted that only the re ligious expression of
bereavement is acceptable in social life. 6
Hans H. Toch and Louis Schneider and Sanford M . Dornbusch provided
some further perspectives on religious change following bereavement. Toch
indicated that classic defections, conversions, and complete loss of faith
have followed emotional turmoil similar to that suffered by the bereaved. 7
Schneider and Dornbusch , in a momumental study of seventy-five year.s of
inspirational religiOUS literature, found that in earlier years suffering was
held to be abso lutely essential to the Christianization of the human being,
while in more recent years sufferi ng is held to be senseless and outSide of
God ' s plan. Yet prayer is still recommended to those experiencing suffering. 8
The studies mentioned above generally apply to the present study. In particular, the Gurin, Veroff, and Feld study carries the most weight, being taken from a national sample. Other studies have limited applicability because
of small size of sample relating tothe problem at hand, unrepresentativeness
of the sample relating to the problem, or extremity of stress situation under
study. Other studies, touching on the theme of institutionalization of religious behavior, including Robert Fulton's book Death and IdenUty9 end articles by Fulton and William A. Faunce lO and by A. T. Welford II apply only insomuch as they guided hypothesis formulation in a very uncharted area.
Of course, there is much in religious literature suggesting what ought to
be the case in terms of religious attitudes and behaviors ofthe bereaved, and
the prob lem has been hand led outside the scientific approach from the times
of the Oriental and Occidental Ancients up through the story of Job as reinte rpreted by the current Broadway play "J.B. " This report, then, is of a stu5. Thomas D. Eliot, "TheAdjustive Behavior of Bereaved Families," Socia l
Forces , Vol. 8 (june, 1936). 543-549.
6. Howa rd P. Becker, "A Socia l-Psychological Study of Bereavement,"
unpublished Master's dissertation, Department of Sociology, Northwestern
University, 1926.
7. Hans S. Toch, "Crisis Situations and Ideologica l Revelation," Public
Opinion Quarte rly , Vol. 19 (Spring, 1955) , 53 - 67.
8 . Louis Schneider and Sanford M. Dornbusch, "Inspira tional Religious
Literature: From Latent to Manifest Function of Religion , " American TournaI
of Sociology, Vol. 42 (March, 1957), 476-481.
9. Robert Fulton (ed.L Deat h and Identity (New York: John Wiley and
Sons, 1965) .
10 . William A. Faunce and Robert L. Fulton, "The Sociology of Death: A
Neglected Area of Research," SOCial Forces, Vol. 36 (Ma rch, 1958), 205 - 209.
11 . A. T. Welford, "A Psychologica l Note to Prayer," Theology Today,
Vol. 3 {january , 1947),498-501.
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dy which attempted to develop and apply sociological perspective and method
to the question of the effect of bereavement on religious attitudes and behavior
0

HYPOTHESES

From the general research question of the effect s of bereavement on religious attitudes and behavior , eight hypotheses were developed for testing
The hypotheses tested as before-after data from a bereaved sample and as
comparative data between a bereaved and a non-bereaved sample were that
the bereaved would: (1) Attend church less frequently; (2) Pray more frequently; and (3) Report a change in religious feeling. Analyzed only as before-after data from the bereaved sample were the hypotheses that the bereaved
would: (1) Pray less for change in objective conditions; and (2) Pray more for
comfort and consolation. Analyzed only as comparative data between the bereaved and non-bereaved samp les were the hypotheses that the bereaved
would: (1) Believe less in the existence of God; (2) Believe less in omnipotence of God; and (3) Believe less in the benevolence of God.
0

RESEARCH DES I GN

Samples
In ordertotestthe effects of bereavement on religious attitudes and behaviors two samples were drawn. A sample of bereaved persons was found
through obituary notices appearing in the city newspaper from January, 1964
to March, 19660 This sample included at most two bereaved persons from
each notice concerning the death of someone under 50 years of age who had
not been seriously ill for any appreciable length of time. In all, 100 persons composed this bereaved group, including 33 bereaved mothers, 25 bereaved fathers, 24 bereaved wives, 12 bereaved husbands, 2 bereaved daughters, and 4 bereaved sons. These persons were he ld to be suffering bereavement from what was termed an "unjust death " since the dea th was neither of old age nor preceeded by a prolonged illness, either of which might
have afforded the bereaved some social and psychological preparation. There
were 19 sets where two persons suffering bereavement from the same death
were concerned, totaling 38 cases of parents suffering the loss of a child.
Only five refusals to participate in the study occurred in this sample.
A second sample, of non-bereaved persons, was also obtained. This convenience sample was drawn, case for case, from the same neighborhood as
that of the bereaved respondent. The requirements here were only that the
non-bereaved respondent have a living relative of the same type as that lost
by the bereaved and was not suffering from any other bereavement, and that
the non-bereaved was not friendly either with the deceased or the bereaved
respondent from his neighborhood. This procedure provides a comparison
group similar to some used in community mental health studies. It substitutes for a separate random sample of the total population and randomness is
assumed since nothing is strictly being controlled for other than, in this case,
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bereavement or the lack of it, area of residence, and sample interaction.
Appropriate statistica l tests revealed no significant differences at the .05 le vel between these two samples in respect to any background characteristics
tested, including social class , 12 income, religious affiliation, or church
membership.
Research Technigue
A questionnaire-interview technique was utilized to secure respon ses. A
thirteerrpage questionnaire was developed to obtain background information,
church attendance before and after the death, frequency and reason for prayer before and after, and responses indicating belief in the existence of God
and His various characteristics or natures, including omnipresence, omnipotence I omniscience, and benevolence
Each item also had a corresponding
measure of surety of response)3 A typical question read:
0

"Does God know everything that happens?"
Response
Response
Response
Response
Response

1: "He knows everything that happens."
2: "He knows almost everything that happens."
3: "He knows some things that happen."
4: "He knows almost nothing of what happens."
5: "He knows nothing of what happens."

"How sure are you?"
Response
Response
Response
Response

1:
2:
3:
4:

"Very sure."
"Fairly sure."
"Fairly unsure
"Very unsure."

0

"

The author secured all data for this study through personal contacts and
some return visits. Initial contacts were made on a face - to-face basis, with
no introductory call or letter preceding the visit . The attempt was made to
administer the questionnaire and/or conduct the interview immediately. If
this was not possible, a return visit was made. In no instance was the questionnaire left with the respondent to be picked up or returned by mail. In all
cases anonymity was assured the respondents.
Because of the hig ly personal nature of the problem being investigated I
12. All data on social status, including occupation, source of income,
and education were recorded and coded in the form of the McGuire-White
Scale of Social Status (Short Form), "Research Paper in Human DevelopmentNo.3 (revised)," Department of Educational Psychology, University of Texas,
1955.
13. As the measure of surety revealed a range of from 96% to 100% of the
respondents being sure of their beliefs for each item, it was not analyzed
further.
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respondents were allowed to fill in the instrument themselves or have the interviewer ask each question , as they chose. The last page, however, contained three open-ended questions to which all respondents were asked to
respond verbally. Here the interviewer attempted to "bring out" the respondents in informal conversation in an attempt to arrive at some deepe r se1£analysis on their parts. The first two such questions were used to establish
this mood; the third was used in analysis. It asked the respondent, simply,
if he or she had noticed any change in religiOUS feeling since the death.
Of course, the questionnaire was modified to query attitudes and behavior of the non-bereaved without references to any death or bereavement; in
fact, simpliCity of this operation was considered in designing the instrument.
The last open-ended question just mentioned, for example, simply asked the
non-bereaved respondents if they had noticed any recent change in religious
feeling for any reason whatever.
Analysis
The study design incorporated both intra - group comparisons and inter-group
comparisons. The self- reports of attitudes and behavior of the bereaved sample as they were recalled from before their bereavement were analyzed against
their responses during bereavement and were treated as before-after data.
The purpose here was to investigate change within the bereaved sample. The
McNemar test of significance of change was the statistic used, with the
Yates correction for continuity14 and the level of significance set at the .05
level. Differences between the bereaved and non- bereaved samples were
computed using chi- square and they were accepted as significant at the .05
level or beyond. This analysis was based on the self reports of attitudes
and behavior of the bereaved during their bereavement and the contemporaneous self- reports of the non-bereaved.
RESULTS

Of the eight hypotheses tested, two were supported by the analYSis, six
were not. The positive findings of the study were that the bereaved did re port praying more for comfort and cons olation during bereave ment than they
had so prayed before the death. The bereaved also reported a change ofreligious feeling in sufficient numbers to appear statistically significant beyond
the.05 level. Responses from the non-bereaved to this question of any recent change in religious feeling supports the change noted in this statistic
since only a few of the non- bereaved individuals noted any such change for
any reason. The majority of responses indicated change of a positive nature
in the bereaved group.
Table 1 is a master tab le showing the analysis of change within the bereaved sample .
The analysis did not support the following hypotheses. The bereaved did
14.

Sidney Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences

(New York : McGraw-Hill , 1956), 61- 67.
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not report attending church less frequently than they had before bereavement
or in comparison with the non- bereaved. The bereaved did not report any more
frequent prayer than before their be reavement or in comparison with the nonbereaved sample. The bereaved did not report engaging any less in prayer
for change in objective conditions during bereavement than they had before
the death . Compared with the non-bereaved samp le, the bereaved did not
appear to believe any less in the existence of God , or believe any less in any
of His natures, including omnipresence, omnipotence, omniscience, or benevolence, or be any less sure of their feelings than the non-bereaved.
Table 2 is ·a master table showing the analysis of differences between the
bereaved and non- bereaved samples .
Further analysis was carried out on those within the bereaved sample reporting, respectively, positive change , negative change, and no change in
religious feeling controlling for selected background variables. Sex was
found to be a meaningful variable in that females tended to report more religious change than wou ld be expected by chance. Males reported significantly
less change generally, and with less negative change than would be expected .
Age, coded in terms of "young" (teens, twenties , thirties, and fourties)
and "old" (fifties, sixties, and seventies) was also found to be significantly
related to change and direction of change in re ligious feeling. Younger people seemed to experience more change than ,would be expected and more negative change in particular, while older people in this sample reported experiencing much less change in either direction than would be expected .
Othe r background variables which were tested for the existence of significant relationships within the bereaved sample broken down into positive ,
negative, and no change in religiOUS feeling, such as socio- economic class,
education, fundamentalistic versus non-fundamentalistic religion, number of
people living with respondent , and community size of residence during the
formative years of life, yielded no statistically significant relationships .
Table 3 is a master table of the ana lysis of background variables of persons in the bereaved samp le reporting va rious religious change , for items
coded for analysis .
DISCUSSION

This research was an attempt to study a question often discussed in behavioral science and religious literature, but not often empirically investigated. The study provided answers based on a bereaved sample and a nonbereaved sample of 100 persons each from a Deep South community. Although
the study explored and analyzed a number of background variab les, on ly age
and sex were found to be significantly related to change and direction of
change of religious fee ling . This change was detected from a direct openended question asking for such change of a general nature. It did not appear
in responses relating to belief in God or His characteristics. In terms of religious behaviors , only an increase in prayer for consolation was found.
The study, then, contributes tothe available empirical information its support for bereavement as a crisis situation and adds thatthe pivotal change is
usually in a positive direction. The study also supports the observations of
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Table 1.

CHANGES IN CERTAIN RELIGIOUS ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR OF
BEREAVED SAMPLE*

Attitudes
and

Percent

Percent

Positive Negative
Change Change

Behavior

Percent
No
Change

Total

Chi Square

Pe rcent

and 8igni-

fica nee
level

Attitudes

19.758 b
P< . 001

49 a

13

38

100

Church attendance

14

25

61

100

2.564
not signi ficant

Prayer frequency

16

15

69

100

0.000
not Signi ficant

Prayer for assistance

15

25

60

100

Relig i ous feeling

Behavior

2. 025
not Signi ficant

Prayer for gratitude

Prayer to glory of

Goo

9

16

75

100

15

14

81

100

1.440
not signi ficant
0.000
not Signi-

ficant
Prayer for Conso lation

*Based on

~

29

8

63

100

10.810
P< . 001

.QQ§,lfacto self-reports of before and after attitudes and behav- .

v iar of the bereaved sample taken during bereavement.
aWith a total sample size of 100, percentage and frequency are the same.
bChi square obtained through application of McNemar test of Significance
of change with Yates correction for continuity.
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Table 2. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BEREAVED AND NON-BEREAVED
SAMPLES REPORTING COMPLETE AGREEMENT TO CERTAIN RELIGIOUS

and
Behavior
Attitudes
Believe in the
exi stence of God

Be reaved NonAgree
Bereaved
Agree

Difference Significance level

97 a

95

2

Believe i n the
omnipresence of God

93

93

0

Believe in the
omnipotence of God

60

57

3

Believe in the
omniscience of God

97

96

I

Believe in the
benevolence of God

98

96

2

"Prayer makes me
feel better inside. "

66

72

6

Feel more religious

49

3

46

Attend church once a
week or more

43

50

7

Pray once a day
or more

64

64

0

73 . 186
P< .001

Behavior

*Based

on ex post facto self- reports of bereaved sample during bereaved as
compared with contemporaneous self-reports of non- bereaved sample.
aWith both samples having a total N of 100, percentage and frequency are the
same .
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Table 3.

TYPE OF CHANGE IN RELI GIOUS FEELING OF BEREAVED
SAMPLE CONTROLLING FOR SUB-CATEGORIES OF
SELECTED BACKGROUND VARIABLES

Background

Pe rcent

Percent

Total

Chi 9:J.lcre

Variables

Positive Negative

No

Percent

Change

Change

and sgnifica nee

Percent
Change

level
Age
18-49

52 (31)" 18 (II)

30 (18)

100 (60)

6.026

50- 79
Sex

45 (1 8)

5 ( 2)

50 (20)

100 (40) P < .05

Male

45 (18)

5 ( 2)

50 (20)

100 (40)

Female
Socie -Economic Btatus b

52 (3])

18 (II)

30 (18)

100 (60)

Upper I Upper- middle

39 (II)

II ( 3)

50 (14)

100 (28)

Lower-middle

51 (19)

19 ( 7)

30 (II)

100 (37)

6.026
P < .05

4.152
not significant

Upper-lower , Lower-

lower
Education
College Gradw te

54 (19)

9 ( 3)

37 (13)

100 (35)

44 (10)

4 (I)

52 (12)

100 (2 3)

college

48 (24)

18 ( 9)

34 (17)

100 (50) 4.331
not significant

Did not graduate
high school, or
less

56 (15)

II ( 3)

33 ( 9)

100 (27)

42 (13)

6 ( 2)

52 (16)

100 (3])

Two-three

49 (24)

16 ( 8)

35 (17)

Four- more

60 (12)

15 ( 3)

25 ( 5)

or above

Junior college grad-

uate, High school
graduate , Two years

Nwnber o f Pe ople
Living with Respondent
None - one

4.853
100 (49)
not significant
10 0 (20)

aFrequenCies appear in parentheses.
bSocio- economic status and related varia bles coded usi.ng the McGuire -Whi-e
Scale of Social Status (Short Form) , or combined categories thereof.
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Thoma s D . Eliot and Howard P . Bec ker mentioned earlier - - that religious attit udes and behavior a re often ret a ined during bereavement, even one suffered
from an "unjust death . " Such facto rs are not a ltered since to question their
fou ndation would leave the individua l with no cultura lly acceptable behavior
pattern duri ng be reaveme nt.
There are logical alternatives outlined by logicians and some contemporary
theologians alike. That is, if the re is u njust suffering and evil, either God
cannot or will not abolish such. If God cannot, then he is either all-powerful, or not all - knowing, or possibly not always present, or even possibly not
a ll three or some combination thereof. And if God will not abolish such, then
he is not all-good.l S Such possibilities are apparently only considered by a
small minority of the "unjustly" bereaved who do seem to direct some anger
against their God. The failure to fact the aformentioned logical possibilities,
or at least to verbalize such considerations, and, on the contrary, to verbalize a general increase of religious feeling from such bereavement, point to
the religious rituals being the only supportive mechanisms the culture offers
a t such times, and to the probable institutionalization of such religious orientations as discussed by Glenn M. Vernon)6
It is not surprising, then, to find most sociologically relevant groupings
maintaining their religious attitudes and behavior during bereavement in the
same fashion as before, with individuals in general having an increased religious feeling. It is also not surprising ·to find that younger individuals have
more change than would be expected and more negative change in particular.
They are probably enco untering one of their first few bereavements and a re
also members of a more openly questioning generation. Men are found to experience less change than would be expected, seemingly identifying with
their mas cu line social roles .17 Women make their own role identifications,
showing more change generally to this highly emotion- charged crisis situa tion. As for the question of why more negative change among women, one
could expect younger women, who have lost young husbands, infant or very
young children (a more dra stic los s tha n losing their parents), to be influenced to question the social am religious systan which encouraged their put15. Carl Michalson, "Faith for the Crisis of Suffering, Religion in Life,
Vol. 27 (Summer, 1958), 401.
16. Glenn M. Vernon , Sociology of Religion (New York: McGraw- Hill,
tionalized. Definite patterns of rituals, meetings, etc. are formalized and
develop a great aura of sacredness. Members feel a strong ob ligation to
follow the established patterns, even though these may have lost much or all
of their origi nal meaning. They are still felt to be sacred, and therefore require following. "
17. Whether this identification influences men to experience less change
in fact or on ly prevents them from verbalizing such change is open to debate.
While the author is aware of the arguments for the second alternative, i.e.,
role stress in masculine sub- cultures, he is also confident that the responses, obtained are valid. Much effort went into establishing rapport with
the bereaved sample.
II
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ting so much of themselves into the prospect and then the fact of wifehood
and motherhood, onl y to have it snatched away. Since this socialization process into wifehood and motherhood 1s so subtle yet pervasive in the culture
for the female, on ly "God" appears as a reasonable obje ct and brunt for a
deep and diffuse ange r and frustrati on. This only foll ows th e link noted early
in th e history of soc iology by Emile Dur kheim , the line of the soc ial, the
moral,. or religiou s e lements of society ,18
Methodol ogica lly, th e study provided positive steps t owa rd deve loping an
instrwnent and technique to inve stigate a highly personal and delicate area
of research ,19
Howeve r, the sma ll size of the samp les . the location of the city from
which the sample was taken (Deep South, large ly Bible Belt community), and
other matters, s uch as fa ilure to control for length of tim e between the death
and th e inteIV iew (range: one to twenty-one months), and to investigate some
of the host of psychological variables wh ich could well be relevant, hamper
generalizing from this study. A future study incorporating such data collection and analysis would be a valuable add ition to the beginnings made here.
18. Robert A. Nisbet, The Sociological Tradition (New York : Basic Books,
1966), 89 . "But for Durkheim, God i s but a mythicization of society . . . "
19. The thesis from which th ese data were drawn is available through the
Robert Manning Strozier Library, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida. It contains in appendixes not only the instrument used, b ut also tabulated frequencies for th e coded responses to each item.

•••
Glenn G. Loveland, a doctoral candidate at Florida
State University, is a research assist ant to Pr ofessor R. L. Michielutte at the university ' s Ins titute for Social Research and a teaching assi stant in
the department of sociology.

THE BIER BARONS

AL MORGAN

"Show me the manner in which a people bury their dead and I sha ll measure
with mathematical exactness the degree of civilizatio n attained by these peopIe.
The gent who uttered these ringing line s wa 5 Briti s h Prime Minister
Gladstone , and it is a crying sha me that we will never have the benefit of his
mathematical measurement of the level of c ivili zatio n of a certain city in the
Western portion of the United States, in the sixth de cade of the Twentieth CenII

t u ry .

That city is Hollywood, California , justly famous as a world-wide symbol
o f glamor and make-believe, and now equally famous for another major industry , the packaging and peddling of that most unsalable of all commodities:
death.
The mortuary bus iness has become a whopping industry, ranking just behind the making of motion pictures and the sale of used cars. The merchants
of death--the plot sa lesmen, the tombstone hustlers , the embalming pa rlo r
proprietors - -have turned what once wasa quiet, necessary service and a solemn religious rite into a streamlined klieg - lighted multi-billion-dollar indus try. The hustlers of death , who have run an embalming school diploma , six
fee t o f dirt p l us the ethics of a snake - o il salesma n into a bonanza, can give
your o ld corner undertaker cards and spades in the business of merchandising
his product, a product described in unctuous tones in Hollywood radio commerc ials as "the one purchase we must all make ."
The fac ts of death , to even the casual tourist, are as inescapab le as the
facts of life in Hollywood. Bi llboards on a ll the major highways proclaim the
virtues of one or another of the mortuary establishments competing forthe death
buck.
"We treat every woman like our sister. Every man like our brother or son .
Female attendants!"
"Funerals on credit. As little as $2.85 a week. Nothing down."
"Spend Holy Week at Forest Lawn . "
"Utter-M cKinley- -the only funeral home in the entire world located on internationally famous Hollywood Boulevard, near Vine."
"Paste this numbe r on your telephone. Service twenty-four hours a day.
One phone call does everything . "
"In time of sorrow , understanding and experience are important. "
Full- page ads in newspapers announce the opening o f the newest, flashiest,
smartest burial ground . Searchlights poke at the sky and door prizes (imita I
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tiorr-leather wallets with the name , address and phone number of the mortuary
stamped in gold) are distributed to the first five hundred visitors. Radio commercia Is, practicing the soft sell, punctuate the rock-'n'-roll recordings seventeen hours a day. Ads on the benches at bus stops along Ho llywood Boulevard tell you in detail what to do ''when sorrow comes." The c la ssified phone
books have pages of mortuary listings and a growing listing for "Pet Cemeteries." (This subsidiary branch of the industry has become a profitable side line. A funeral for a run- of-the- mill pound mongrel starts at a hundred and fifty bucks but can go into the thousands if you want refinements suchas copperlined caskets , a headstone carved in the image of the loved one or a chic plot
close to some canine celebrity in residence in the burial ground. One enterprising hustler, tapping the parakeet-owning population , has specialized in
funeral services for this species of bird. His most popular item is a gold urn
for the ashes in the shape of the dear departed feathered friend that retails for
a neat $2500.) One mortuary chain , striving for what Madison Avenue calls
the corporate image , has designed all its buildings as replicas of Mount Vernon , not forgetting, however, to floodlight the palm trees at night. Another
chain has as its identifying logo a clock with no hands. The hands have been
replaced by a swinging pendulum and the legend, chiseled in the granite over
the doorway , "It ' s later than you think."
In a town that worships success in any form,where the ridiculous is given
only a passing glance, the major figures in the mortuary industry have become
solid, respected citizens. You will find them on most civic betterment committees, receiving honorary degrees from universities and as guest speakers at
local service club meetings. Forest Lawn, for instance, awards an annual
prize at a local university. It is, fittingly enough , called "The Forest Lawn
Award for Creative Writing. "
Occasionally, the two major industries of Hollywood, death and movies,
collaborate. The death of a famous motion picture figure starts a lot of quiet
string- pulling to land the corpse (and the subsequent international newspaper
stories) for one oranother of the memorial parks. Some enterprising operators,
planning ahead, invite motion picture figures to become members of their board
of directors. or guest speakers on special occas ions, with the understanding
that, if , and when. they get first refusal on the remains. In this caste- cons cious town, a cemetery with a good share of box- office names buried beneath
carefully manicured sod has great appeal to the average customer. Salesmen will frequently 'mention in their soft sell how close the Loved One will lie
for eternity to a world-famous sex symbol. Reflected glory has its use in Hollywood, even after death.
One of the major improvements in the whole business of burying the dead
originated in Hollywood. In the jargon of the trade it is called B. N., Before
Need . Most residents of Hollywood have had at least five respectful phone
calls a month from an understanding , warm, friendly voice suggesting that it
is time to think of immortality . "How much bette r it is," intones the voice,
''to pick out your final resting place now, while you are alive. To know where
you will spend eternity. To find the kind of surrounding you want and deserve.
How reassuring to know , and not worry about, where you will be buried and
how. " This is an excellent source of i ncome to unemployed actors who made a
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spec ialty of playing the kindly judge or the understanding family physician in
the boom days of B pict ures. This successful technique is important to the
operators of Hollywood ' s cemeteries. By California law. a cemetery pays
taxes only on unsold plots. O nce a plot is sold, filled or not, it is taken off
the tax rolls.
Another new source of revenue is the Funeral Insurance Plan set up by th e
ind ustry. You make regular monthly payments for your own funeral in a sort of
pay-as-yOtrgo dea th plan.
In tracing the development of this concept of soft - se lli ng death I it is impossib le to ignore the high priest of the industry, Dr. Hubert Eaton, a bespectacled man of seventy - e ight who likes to be called "The Builder" but is fre quently referred to, irreverently, as "The Digger ," and his creation, Forest
Lawn . In Dr. Eaton and Forest Lawn we have the dream, the plan and the fu lfillment. He is the elder statesman ofthe eternity hustling dodge and his cre a tion is the General Motors of the Memorial Parks.
Forest Lawn itself dates back to the early days of Hollywood. When Eaton,
who had just gone broke operating a silver mine in Nevada, arrived on the
scene, it was just another run- down cemetery. In the forty-three years he has
been its guiding spirit, he has turned it into a model (or a horrible example,
depending on your point of view) of its kind.
Let's take a close look at this Paradise of Burying Grounds, with its nine
hundred employees, its s t aff of cosmeticians who are better at gilding the l ily
than anyone who ever turned out the cooky - cutter glamor queens at the major
studiOS. In the process, you may get a greater insigh t into the revolution that
has taken place in the old - fashioned, frock-coated, serious business of burying the dead .
At Forest Lawn, beauty is a key word. It is a marketable image. The illus i on is built that the Loved Ones go directly from the chic slumber room to Eternity , and mu st look the part .
Naturally, with this emphaSis on beauty , one of the most important artists
is the cos metician. And the word artist is not used flippantly. In a land where
violent death is fre quent enough to become comm onplace, the Forest Lawn cos meticians a re masters at what is rather pleasant ly described as ''reconstruction
work." Many famous pl astiC surgeons have spent many profitable hours in the
white-tiled workrooms of Forest Lawn, picking up pointers. Cosmeticians at
Forest Lawn area lso atthe service of the Loved One's relatives and will spend
patient hours discussing the exact dimensions of a smile or the exact ang le
the head is to be tilted. On particularly difficult cases they will work from a
color photograph in a strange example of art imitating art.
Another speCialist will discuss the prob l em of props. A pipe in the hand of
a ma le Loved One is co ns i dered ideal. Toys are available to be c lutched in
the hand of a child. Special prop requests are considered and discussed . A
man who loved hor ses may seem undressed, even in death , without a riding
crop clut ched in his hand. Forest Lawn welcomes this kind of creative thinking on the part of its customers , and no suggestion fo r a prop is summa rily
dismissed as l ong as it is not obscene o r, in their words, undignifie d. There
is also a large c hoice of leave -taking clothes available in the Forest Lawn
wardrobe . clothes that run the gamut from sh rouds to tails. Again th e choice

,
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is limited only by the imagination of the relative. Burying a railroad tycoon in
an enginee r' s overalls is considered colorful and appropriate .
Physically, Forest Lawn is overpowering. More than eighty miles of pipes
are used to water and drain its three hundred acres. There are more than
100, 000 shrubs and an uncounted number of evergreens (no leaf shall fall at
Forest Lawn to remind anyone of death, even in the plant world.) Hidden behind the shrubbery are loudspeakers that play recorded birdcalls and music
(Indian Love Call and Ah, Sweet Mystery Qf.Life are the two top tunes on the
Forest Lawn Hit Parade). There are eight miles of winding roads and twentyeight separate buildings with 370 stained-glass windows. There are no headstones and no crosses visible. Graves are marked by flat plaques.
There are separate areas called Eventide, Babyland (shaped, in Forest
Lawn's word's, like a mother ' s heart), Lullabyland (every Christmas, small
decorated trees and toys are placed on each grave), Graceland, Inspiration
Slope. Slumber POint, Sweet Memories, Vesper Land and Dawn of Tomorrow.
Obviously the namers of housing developments could take a couple of lessons
from the Forest Lawn phrase - makers. Dr. Eaton has gone in for architectural
reconstruction in a big way. The three churches within the geographic limits
of his Memorial Park are not just churches. they are replicas of historical
buildings. There is, for instance , a reconstruction of the church in Stoke
Pages, England, where Thomas Gray wrote his famous~. There is another
that is a replica of the Wee Kirk in the Heather , and the third resembles the
pa rish church in Rottingdean . England, where Rudyard Kipling worshiped.
These transplanted churches a re not only available for funeral and memorial
services, but, for some inexplicable reason, a good percentage of the citizens
of Ho llywood baptize their children and sanctify their marriage vows inside the
iron gates of a cemetery. The statistically minded mi ght want to know that, to
date, more than 43,000 weddings have taken place in these three churches.
Forest Lawn has one section setaside for the VIP trade, the Garden of Memories, which the trade magazine American Cemetery describes as "a room with
the lawn for a carpet and the sky for a ceiling." Owners of memorials in this
area are given Golden Keys to open the bronze gates that keep the casual tourists and gawkers out. Jean Harlow is buried here in a $25, 000 mortuary chamber purchased by William Powell, who was to have been her fourth husband.
Miss Harlow's tomb has been closed to the public. Too many of the worshiping pilgrims came to say a praye r and wound up chipping hunks of marble off the
tomb as souvenirs. The Garden of Memories also contains the mortal remains
of such names as Florenz Ziegfeld, Tom Mix (his horse, Tony, is buried in an
equally posh Hollywood cemetery speCializing in four-footed celebrities), John
Gilbert. Joe Penner, Irving Thalberg. Marie Dressler . Carole Lombard, King
Gillette (the inventor of the safety razor) Theodore Dreiser , Atwater Kent,
Aimee Semple McPherson and Carrie Jacobs Bond ,
Lon Chaney is buried benea t h an unmarked marble p laque, the anonymity
being explained t his way: "Mr. Chaney was a ra t her retiri ng person who va lued priva cy, 11 Despite t hat, Forest Lawn salesmen drop his name i nto a sa le s
pitch that suggests that wha t' s good enough fo r the top stars of Ho llywood i s
c erta i nly good e n ough for your ol d dead Unc le Cha rle y. The ce lebrities buried
I
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in Forest Lawn a lso contribute to the public acceptance of it a s an i nstitution
with t hat eluSive something Hollywood calls " class." Evelyn Waugh , who
wrote a scathing satirical novel on Forest Lawn called Th e Loved One (the
press agent who showed him around was fired o n publica tion day) summed it
up th is way: "At Forest Lawn, the body does not decay. It lives on , more
chic in death than e ve r before . "
Available in the more clas s y category are su ch refinements as a ventila ting
system and arrangements to have tape -recorded mu sic played tothe Loved One
for all e ternity. For the shoot- the - works , you-only- d ie - once crowd I the tab
can crowd a million dollars , as was the case with the Irving Thalberg Mausoleum.
Until 1958 , Fore st Lawn was a re stricted cemetery . Its fa cilities and services were available only t o Caucasians. By dint of a California State Law,
pas sed in 195 8 , thi s kind of posthumo us segregation beca me illega l. Forest
Lawn now accept s Negroes and orientals, and to date there has been nO eJkdence of any old-time resident of a Forest Lawn plotturning over inhis earthquake-proof, copper- insulated gra v e .
Dr. Hubert Eaton, the guiding spirit behind this Technic o lored Valhalla,
looks at first gla nce like the last man in the world you would cast for th e role
he has been playing so successfully. Physically, he would not be out of place
leading th e pep songs at any Rotary Club meeting in the country, or as a mem ber of Dale Carnegie ' s facu lty. Beneath the benign, slightly cornball exterior
is a shrewd mind cold- blooded d etermination and what one Hollywood critic
described as "the divine gall of the successful card shark." As befits a lead er of industry . he i s a man of awes ome influence. To wit: the Eaton home
used to be just across the geographic boundary line of Be verly Hills, a much sought- after address to th e status seeker in Hollywood . Dr. Eaton is now .
however, le gally a resident of that prestig ious community with out having mov ed a stick of furniture . A zoning cnange happened to take place that annexed
t he block he lived on and made it part of Grea ter Beverly Hills. On one occasionhis influence extended a s far as Europe. During a vacation trip, th e Eatons
turned upin Rome to look over some local works of art with an eye toward taking a few of them back to Fores t Lawn. (The Eatons collect stat uary and other
works of art the way most touri s t s collect match covers or picture postcards.)
They lusted after Michelangelds mammoth masterpieces David and Moses dis played at St. Peter ' s in Chains , but they realized they were beyond the reach
of even a mortuary millionaire. They decided to settle for replicas. Not copies . Rep licas . In order to cas t these, it was necessary to move in a pack of
ex perts t o measure and survey in preparation for making the necess ary molds .
That meant that Rome ' s famous Church of St. Pete r' s in Cha ins would have to
be closed for a day. Eaton' s agents admit to sprea ding a little money around
Rome on cocktail parties and t o making severa l contributions t o worthy causes.
Whether this was effective or not (it had a lways worked back home), the fa ct
i s that for the first time in history I the ch urch was closed for a day so that
the casts cou ld be made. The David sta t ue (with fig leaf added) is on display
in a section of Forest Lawn called--no surprise--the Court of David. The
Moses s tatue is displayed in an area ca lled the Cathedral Corridor in the Mem orial Te rra ce, a nd Dr. Eaton uses eithe r replica as a backdrop wh en he poses
I
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for official press pictures.
Dr. Eaton's influence even extends to the press of Los Angeles, and he is
frequently identified in photos as " Great Humanitarian" or " Great Benefact or."
One exception to the kid-glove handling of Eaton and Forest Lawn occurred
when showman Earl Carroll was killed in a plane crash . With him at the time
was a young lady named Beryl Wallace, described in newspaper accounts of
. the crash as "his closest friend. " Carroll's will made provisions for his burial at Forest Lawn and contained a request thata ma rble monument for himself
and Miss Wallace be erected over h is grave at a cost of $50,000. Dr. Eaton
and his staff looked through their available stock of marble memorials in the
warehouse and came up with something they considered appropriate. A rumor
got out that the statue had precious little clothes on it. One newspaper gos siped that Miss Wallace herself had posed for the statue Eaton had chosen and
bluenoses screamed about nude women being put above a tomb in a memorial
park. One enterprising photographer sneaked into the tomb (it had been closed
on Dr. Eaton ' s orders, like a Garbo set) and took a flashlight photo of the sta tue. Dr. Eaton cried dirty pool. He claimed that the wings and drapes of the
gown on the statue had been removed by retouching the photo. Finally, a
press conference was held and the statue was shown for the first time. It was
a five - foot bronze scu l pture of a female angel wearing a flowing gown and a
pair of elongated wings. It was the work of Alexande r Weinman, and since it
had been executedinl9lS, before MissWallace was born, the rumors about its
model died down. Dr. Eaton, as an example of his viSion, said he had purchased it in 1916 and kept it for just such an occasion as this. Everyone agreed
that it was more artistic than vulgar, and the Earl Carroll incident was closed.
The incident did , however, focus the spotlight on the one gimmick that lifted Forest Lawn head and halo above its competitors. It was a sure-fire gim mick in a town that genuflects in the presence of anything that is said to be
Art or Culture. Dr. Eaton loaded Forest Lawn wit h more works of art than the
Louvre (more, not better) . His globe - trotting vacations and the art savvy of
his Mills College wife fulfi ll the dual purpose of adding culture to his business enterprise and supp lying him with still another source of revenue. Dr.
and Mrs. Eaton return from Europe loaded down with works of art. They buy
them in wholesa Ie lots, by the ton. Each new acquisiti on is placed around the
pa r k (with a little sign that says , "This statue may be purchas e d as a priv ate
memorial and moved to another location in Fo rest Lawn"), the way merchandise
is put on display in a department store. The memorial shopper has his choice
of nudes, angels and pieces of sculpture glorifying motherhood, marriage , o ld
age, togetherness , innocence, c leanliness and joy . In Madison Avenue pa r lance, when the Eatons put them on display they are " sustaini ng " memorials.
When they 're sold and moved to another location , they're " sponsored. "
The sale of these artifacts is just so much gravy to the basic purpose be hind the culture gimmick. Like that guy with t he tailga t e truck selling s nake
o il, a bUSinessman has to get within lape l- grabbing distance of his customers.
Dr. Eaton has latched onto a rt and culture as his equivalent of the h ula - da nc ing girl on the truck who attracts t he cus tomers within earshot of the commercial. His competitors have tried to climb onto the bandwagon (it is not uncommon to have an art show in a mortuary s lumber room or to i nvite a local
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chamber-musiC group to give its concerts in t he oak- paneled reception room
of most any funeral parlor), but Fores t Lawn and Dr. Eaton are miles ahead of
their compe titors in t his race for wedding culture and commerce, His tw o bigges t coups that have turned Forest Lawn into a tourist attraction second only
to Disneyland grew out of his art - scaveng ing trips to Europe. There, he found
the last surviving member of a family of s ta ined - glass window artis t s, Rose
Moretti. He commissioned her to make a thirty - foot by fifteen-foot replica in
stained glass of Da Vinci ' s Last Supper. It took five years to complete and
the process was not without its dramatic moments. The fi gure of Judas cracked five times and Miss Moretti had to start a ll over. After the fi fth crack ,
Miss Moretti , taking this as a sign from a force more powerful even than Dr .
Ea t on, thought of abandoning t he whole project. After much persuasion by ca ble she ag reed to make one more try. This time , Judas s t ayed in one piece
and today, The Last Su pper, by Moretti , out of Da VinCi, backed with taperecorded mus ic and narration, i s unveiled every hour on the hour in the Memorial Terrace. The performance is free . However , a goodly number of the
touri sts stop in the curio shop on their way out and carry away a souvenir of
their visit. The curio shop does a heft y busi ness in what carnival men call
" slum." Some of the t op - selling it ems include: money c lips , cockta il napkins. jigsaw puzzles I cha rm bracelets I plastic wallets I cuff links, perfume
and powde r sets . jackknives I demitasse spoons , crayon colori ng books for
children, and cups and sauce rs , all. of course, wi th the Forest Lawn name on
them. Dinnerware. with se lected color scenes of Forest Lawn baked into it I
is also available. The newest item is a plastic wa l nut she ll with hinges on
one end. The shell opens and inside are a series of color slides of Forest
Lawn. The legend on the cover says I "Fore st Lawn i n a Nut Shell."
The current most popular attraction a t Forest Lawn is a huge painting ofthe
CrUCifixion that finally found its way to Memoria l Park after the kind of chase
sequence in which Alfred Hitchcock specializes. It a ll begins when the Eatons
heard tantalizing rumor s of a huge religious painting by a certain Jan Styka.
It had been painted at the suggestion of Pa derews ki and at one time had hung
in one of t he Czar's palaces in Russia. Eaton di scovered that Styka had brought
it t o America for the Louisiana Purchase Expo s ition in 1904. There was no
building large enough to house it there . and furthe r inquiry disclosed that Styka
ha d returned to his native Po land with out the pict ure. It was presumed t ha t he
sold it . b ut the tra il e nded in New York i n 1905 . Acting on the assumption
that a painting as wide as a twenty- story bu ild i ng is high cantt rema in hidden
forev e r I Eaton continued the search . He stalked the picture for five years ,
hiring people to follow the trail through Custom s dec laration . b ills of la ding I
warehouse receipts I freight manifests I and finally found it in the warehouse
of the Chicago Civic Opera Company wrapped a round a telephone pole and hidden behind the di sca rded scenery o f a forgotten opera production. After paying th e tabs it had accumu lated since 1904. he had it cra t ed and sh ipped to
Los Ange les to allow his Board of Regents and the Forest Lawn Directors t o
inspect it. The only building large enough to display it in was the Shrine Auditorium. It was rented for th e day. But even the largest s t age in Los Ange les
was not wide enough for it. It extended around the sides of the auditorium
when it was displayed for the Forest Lawn brass.
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Jan Styka ' s painting was a smash.
The Board of Regents and the Directors of Forest Lawn gave Eaton the go ahead to build an appropriate shrine to house it. The Hall of the Crucifixion
(which cost a million- and-a -half dollars to build) was opened in 1951. and
since then the painting has played to full houses seven times a day. Frequently the line waiting outside for admission resembles the line outside Radio
City Music Hall on Christmas week, with Brigitte Bardot on the screen and
God on the stage. Once inside the Hall of the Crucifixion (fifteen hundred
seats), the spectator discovers that it is wider than it is long. The lights dim,
the inevitable recorded chorus begins singing and a deep-throated announcer
intones the story of the painting as the huge curtains roll open and reveal the
giant canvas. An illuminated arrow points out salient features as the recorded
lecture proceeds. There is a small admission charge.
Dr. Eaton and Forest Lawn have recently received the final accolade, a
reverent, genuflecting book called First Step J!..p Toward Heaven. Written by
one of the all-time great sob sisters of journalism , Adela Rogers St. John, it
contains the kind of gushing, purple prose that went out of style when Mary
Pickford finally cut off her curls and ended an era. Miss St. John has written
a volume that in its own quiet way has the importance of Mein Kampf. Just as
Hitler's volume served as a blueprintfor future dictators, First Step Q.p Toward
Heaven offers the world the step-by-step, inside story of how it all happened.
The merchant princes of death have found, in Miss St. John, their Boswell.
She is an a pt choi ce.
If the o l d H ollywood , the movie capital of the world, is disappearing (and
one survey trip through the idle sound stages confirms it), a new Hollywood i s
growing up in it s p lace. The la nd that has spawned many a fantastic, cynical,
cold - bloode d e nt erpri se in it s gaudy history is we ll on its way to becoming
ide ntifie d t o future ge nerat ions as t he natural habitat of commerc ialized , gim mic ked de ath, what o ne lea der ofthe c orp se briga de apt ly c a ll s "the packaging
of immortality. II

*•*
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The modern era ~f the funeral busiD€SS ih America has just passed its one hundredth birthday. Any a ttempt to assess the changes that have taken place
in thi s per iod of time must of necessity deal in broad generalizations . For-

tunately, most of the changes can be subsumed under one of four headings:
(1) technolDg'ical deve l opment of goods and services, (2) changes in occupa tional status, (3) changes i n th e public imag e of the funeral director, and (4)
changes in organ iz ational patterns.

TECHNOLOG ICAL DEVEWPMEN T OF GOODS AND SERVICES

Technical developments have been focal pOints in the emergence of the funeral business as a social institution. It i s just possible that the single most
significant innovation in terms of sociological importance was the use of arterial embalm ing. Like many another invention, it experienced conSiderable
difficulty in gaining acceptance. Early practitioners themselves were in part
responsible. Many worked in a shroud of secrecy, and in so doing spawned
innumerable rum ors concerning th e nature of the process. In all too many ca ses, unski lle d operators and materials of inferior quality tended to produce
results somewha t l ess than acceptable. Many an embalmer at the turn of the
century cou ld blame a poor job of embalming on the flUid. Some experimented
with their own formulas, but most depended upon a new industry that supplied
prepared chemicals. Many early emba lmers learned their craft from supp ly
house sales men whose primary motive, it must be assumed, was the creation
of a new market for the ir products. Embalming had gained acceptance in some
parts of the country by the time of World War I, but there were still many obs t ac l es to its unbridled use. Technical imperfections were gradually removed
and a few individual instructors served as nuclei for schools of emba l ming,
some of which still exist. The present state of technical development leaves
little to be desired . Ind eed , there would appear to be a great deal to be said
for the claim that the well-embalmed body is a work of art .
The sociological import of the technology described above is best seen in
terms of the permanent effects tha t have been achieved. The most significant
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of these effects would seem to lie in the creation of what, for lack of a better
term, might be called social time. What the embalmer was able to do with his
skill was to literally " buy time" for the social amenities potentially inherent
in the death crisis . Prior to the development of arterial embalming this was
attempted with the help of the " ice box " , in which the body could be kept for
several hours with very little decomposition. Once removed from the ice box,
the bod.y could be displayed for only a short time prior to internment. Arterial embalming, as currently practiced, produces tempora ry preservation, but
this temporariness can be measured in terms of days and weeks --even years
under some circumstances -- instead of a matter of minutes and hours. A se cond factor having sociological significance may be traced to the effect of the
movement of the body from the place of death to the funeral home for preparation. Practically all embalming was done on a "house call" basis in the beg inning . The embalmer ' s kit cons isted of a black bag in which was ca rried
b l ood bottles, fluid and instruments . A portable morgue table (or cooling board
as it was sometimes called ) completed the equipment. The movem ent of the
body from the home to the funeral director' s place of business constitutes an
act of significance in the sociological sense in that a certain amount of control tends to pass from the family of thedeceased to the funeral director. This
change was one that took place over the span of several years and was quite
readily justified by the funeral bus i ness; one can hardly blame the embalmer
for wanting to work in his own preparation room. The increasing number of
deaths occurring in hospitals helped to pave the way to acceptance of preparation room embalming, s ince the body has already been removed from the home.
A third effect of embalming which has had soc iological significance can be
attributed to some rather remarkable advances in dermasurgery and cosmetology in recent yea rs. The lifelike effect that is so often achieved by the modern emba lmer is in some measure due to restorative art. This feature is basically responsible for the controversial "memory picture" claim of the funeral director. It is this latter facet which, it is claimed, meets certain sociopsychological needs of the bereaved.
With the exception of arteri al embalming, the appearance of the funeral
chapel as a speCialized facility in the funeral business has probably had as
much influence as any other development. In the first place, the use of the
funeral chapel tends to be instrumental in extending the control that begins
when the funeral director takes the body from home or hospital. It should be
noted at this point that no value judgement is implied where "control" is concerned. As it is used here, the term refers to the existence of a condition,
a condition wherein the funeral director obtains and maintains physical possession of the body. Needless to say, the funeral chapel tends to replace
the church in many cases. Unlike many churches, the funeral chapel is equipped to meet the demands for a specialized service. When they began to make
their appearance, many clergymen objected, and on quite logical grounds,
but churches were hardly in a position to meet the competition. Not only were
the funeral chapels speCialized and adaptable, they were among the earliest
establishments to undertake air conditioning, a convenience that was slow in
coming to churches.
Almost eve ry worthwh ile techno logical deve lopment that cou ld be applied
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t o the fu neral industry has received attention at one time or another . Pres tige-bearing items such as automobiles have received special attention. The
evolutionary patterns in the deve lopment of fune ral "rolling stock closely paralle l s that of the automotive ind ustry. The funeral home itself tends to reflect
the tendency of the industry to be sensitive to architectural trends . The funeral business has also been involved in the creation of fashions, especially
whe re the prime a rticle of funeral furniture ... the casket. .. is conce rned. Like
the funeral coach, the evolution of the casket has, at ti mes, been characterized by some attention to the "change for the sake of sales motif. Many functional changes, however, calculated to appeal to security concerns of the su rvivors, have produced better metals and improved construction techniques.
No less important than technological changes have been certain social i nnovations . Tw o such socia l inventi on s tend to stand out: (1) burial , or industrial insurance, and (2) th e eme rgence of g rief psychology as a viable concept.
Burial insurance has appeared in several forms, ranging from simple associations whe re ass e ssment s are made upon the death of a member, to bona
fide insfrance companies chartered by the state and governed by law. In Mid dleville industrial insu rance proved to be an important ente ring wedge in an
economic depreSSion to he l p an enterprising fune ral director gain a foothold
in an area dominated by a large, old, and comp lacent funeral organization.
In this case it was a matter of entire families being protected against unexpected funeral expense for a matter of a few cents per month . In general, burial insurance has been confined to the lower midd le and lower c lasses .
The most recent soc ia l innovation has been the advent of g rief psychology
as a major defense mechanism in the arsena l of the funera l d ire ctor. In a word,
the modern American funeral has been justified in terms of its therapeutic e ffect upon the survivors . This concept has had the support of s om e members
of the academic fraternity and by some clergymen and ministe r-p sychologists.
Advocates of grief psychology contend that the modern funeral, with its well prepa red body, beautiful casket and well - directed service can provide appropriate emotional ou tlets for the mourners .
11

II

II

CHANGES I N OCCUPATIONAL STATUS

Almost from the beginn ing some members of the funeral business were interested in what they called " uplifting the profession" . These ambitious few
have waged a relentless battle to overcome some of the obstacles that have
blocked status aspirations . Two major problems have occupied their attention for the better part of a century . In the first place there is the matter of
social acceptance. Many--perhaps even most- - of the funeral director ' s problems cou ld be solved with full socia l acceptance. Unfortunately he is still
somewhat marg i nal despite rather remarkable progress along these lines in the
past twenty-five years . One of the most interesting efforts to solve t he problem of social acceptance has been the effort to find suitable terminology .
Despite concentrated e ffort s to the contrary, the term " undertaker " doggedly
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persisted until fairly recent times, and is even yet seen on occasion. 4 As
early as 1880 e fforts were being made to shed the word and with it all of the
accumulated meanings of the years. In this year Professor G. M. Rhodes sug gested that the word "mortuorion" would be prefe rable to " undertaker" . Rhodes
had simply added the letter" n " to the Spanish term . 5 Dr . J. L . Burkart of the
Michigan Funeral Director ' s Association, argued in 1915 that t he word ''undertaker" was actually preferable to the "funeral director " designation, since
the former was more comprehensive and the latter would tend to imply that the
person only direc ted funerals. 6 World War I brought the term " sanitarian " into
prominence. Encouraged by the fact that other occupational groups had their
commissioned elite in the armed forces, some funeral directors suggested that
commissions in the Sanitary Corps would not be out of order for members of
the profession. 7 Following the war the term " mortician" found its way int o
trade journal li terature, but did not find ready acceptance among practitioners.
By 1926 the crusade for a more appropriate name had assumed i ndustry - wide
proportions . In this year one of the major associational groups, National Selected Mo rticians, persuaded an international civ i c club, Rotary International,
to cooperate with them in the effort to change "undertaker " to "funeral direc tor ".8 By 1930 executive heads of funeral director ' s associations were beginning to work on the problem f rom the top down. Harry Gilligan, president of
the Nationa l Funeral Director ' s As s ociation, urged that a new termino logy be
cre ated and standa rdized to fit the new status of the funeral director. He pointed out that words like "morgue" and " coffin" should be kept out of conversations as well as telephone directories and letterheads. 9 Seabury Quinn, edi tor of The South ern Fune ral Director, coined a list of " hurtful" words.
All available evidence indicates that the funeral director still lacks a fu11blown philosophy that is rooted i n the secure knowledge of social acceptance .
Some apparently feel that t he y are " men set apart" from the gene ral public.
Ot hers have conceded t hat they are " different from others. " The preponderance of evidence would seem t o suggest that the great majority of American
fune ral directors think of themselves as very ordinary persons who are at times
quite misunderstood . There is also conSiderable support for the contention
that the funeral director is increaSingly accepted as a regular citizen, and in
some cases a leading one .
The strugg le for socia l acceptance must be thought of as engendering the
funeral director' s drive for professional status. Although the terms " profes sion " and " professional" have been used by funera l directors for almost onehundred yea rs, in the early days they were used in a loose, general sense.
The serious move for profeSSional status is a fairly recent phenomenon and
seems to have originated in the upper echelons of associations and operators
of large fune ra l homes serving urban areas . There is also some indication
that the inord i nate number of contacts of the funeral director with two recognized categories of professionals, the minister and the physician, contributed to his fe eli ngs of inferiority and increased his desire for comparable status.
Not all fune ral directors have shared the enthuSiasm of those who would
drive for professional standing. Many of these dissenters have argued that
he has little or no basis for claiming professional status because of general
educationa l deficiencies. Both the minister and the phys i cian, they are quick
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to point Qut, have been required to obtain undergraduate and graduate or professiona l degrees. On the other hand, the requirements for en tering the funera l business, while varying somewhat from one jurisdiction to the other seldom exceed the bacca lau reate degree and in most cases are much less. Sig nificantly, advocates of hig her educational requirements for the fune ra l direc t or have met substantial resistance in the past. Objections t o professional
status have also been voiced by business - oriented funeral directors . The more
vocal of this g roup have fel t that to rejec t the role of business man means, in
effect. to deny the legitimacy of capitalism, democracy and even Americanism.
Needless to say, the influence of related industries, especially c asket manufacturing, has supported the business approach .
I

THE PUBLIC IMAGE

Much of the activity of the funeral director in the past century has been di rected at th e ge neral goal of improvement of his public image. In recent years
this activity has become more focused and direct. What brought about this
more direct approach to the problem? In the main it was criticism that the
funeral director fe lt was unwarranted . The funeral d i rector, through his assoCiations, was saying : "they don ' t understand us", " we ' ve got to tell the publicthe truth about the profession", "the futu re depends upon a friendlier, better informed public", "needed--a n understanding public ". To correct a distorted public image the funeral directors , working through local, state and national organizations , have made a determi ned effort t o educate the public and
correct certain misimpres sions. The key figure in this effort t o provide a new
image for the funeral director would seem to be the associati onal executive
sec retary. This offic ial tends to funct i on in the role of a public relation s man
in addition to his othe r duties, and it would appear that the funeral directors
have attempted to do what authorities in this fi eld have advocated for some
time, namely that of having some one person responsible fo r prompt action on
all criticisms . These "voices of the indus try" are in cons tant contact with
funeral directors t hrough the trade journals , and also make frequent appearances at state associa tion conv entions . Editors of trade journals a re also v i gorou s i n th eir promotion of the cause, a nd ordinarily striv e to have th eir pub lications serve at least three functions: (1) to unite the indust ry around issues
vital t o the welfare of the group, (2) to serve as a clearing house or
" sounding board for the exchange of views and opinions. In addition to these,
the trade journal prov ides a standard media for t he continuing education of fu neral director s through recogni zed authorities in the fie ld .
Some of the techni ques that have be en used to implement basic associational aims are worthy of note . Personal contact with the public is urged for all
local association members, with s pecia l atte ntion paid to ministers and civic
l eade rs . He l p for the grass roots funeral director has been made available
from association officia ls and executive secre t aries . Local funeral directors
are urged t o be on the ale rt for anything that might i n any way impart the public image of members of the industry. If, for example, a funeral director hears
of an impending story in a newspaper or magazine , he is urged to try to find
out whether or not it is de rog atory in nature. If it appears that the offend ing
10
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artic le or story might not be in the best interests of the funeral business, the
funeral director will offer t o help the writer or editor correct what he, the fu neral director, deems incorrect or distorted. If it is a matter of informati on,
the local funeral director may call upon his state executive sec re ta ry for help.
The executive secre tary may, in turn, call upon the resources of the National
Foundation of Funeral Service. Should the story or article find its way into
print as originally conceived, the funeral director is urged to write a letter t o
the editor and urge his friends to do likewi se.
Among the more re cent techniques that have been used to improve the funeral director's image, two" soft sell" approaches predominate. "To Serve
the Living," a movtrg picture made especially for television distribution , is
a perfect example.
It has as a the sis the mos t modern psychological-func tiona l a pproa ch to funeral service. The academic approac h has been epitomized by the Habenstein and Lamers book , The History of American Funeral
Directing , 13 The book itself was an industry prcxiuct and has been described
as "the greate st public relations tool in the entire history of the industry. ,,14
Haberstein and Lamers produced a pleasant, interesting. , . albeit not outstand ing . . . history of the funeral business, which it must be su pposed, is precisely what they were engaged to do. Industry promotional sources, as might
be expected, have emphasi zed the fact that the author s are academicians .
Local funeral directors have been urged to d istribute the book in the ir own
areas, with libraries and clergymen being the objects of special attention in
the distri bution .
Perhaps the most significa nt of recent trends has been the turn to motivationa l research. In 1959 National Selected Mortic ia ns conceded that motivational research had become an accepted part of the American way of life aod
as such should be brough t unde r consideration for use by the funera l business. lS
The basis for the consideration of motivational research in the funeral business public relations program was the ne ed for subtlety . The primary use to
which these forces would be directed would be in the preservation of sentiment, with out which there would be no funeral business in the modern sense
of the word. Personality has counted more and more in recent years as market analysts have come into the picture . They have sought to conv ince the
funeral director that personality is a salable commodity. Applied ps ychol:16
has been adv ocated in terms of parlaying personality int o dollars and cents.
Advertis i ng continues to cons titute a problem for the funeral director and
is directly concerned with his public image. Only in recent years has the is sue over the e thical aspects of direct advertising been fough t openly. The tension between the advertising problem and the funeral director's se lf- concept
is obv ious, If he conSiders himself a profeSSional, advertising is not permissabl e except for professiona l notices. If he conSiders himself a businessman, then advertising is not only in order, but necessary. Interesting ly enough,
major associati onal groups have been sharpl y divided on this issue. 17 Since
the matter has not been completely settled, the funeral director has been interested in many types of indirect advertising . Sponsorship of baseba ll and
softball teams, ba nds and chOirs has been quite common, and the funera l di rector in the sma ll tow n finds that certain types of services lend thems elves
to advertising . He may loan his folding chairs (h is name i s stenciled on the
I
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back) or his funera l grass . The ambulance business, which most funeral directors apparently operate at an economic loss, can be an advertising gain.
Two factors seem to block the way to a c learly acceptable, pleasant image
of the funeral director . In the first place there is the problem of what, for
lack of a better term, one might call "contamination transfer ". The association of the funeral director with the more pleasant aspect s of life is difficult
to bring about, and a sometimes biased communications media has at times
accentuated the unpleasant, to the detriment of his public image . In recent
years this problem has been attacked on several fronts. Funeral furniture has
become less somber in color and more pleasantly contoured. Funeral coaches
have been see n with increasing frequency in colors other than black or gray.
Sartorially speaking, the funeral director is seldom discernible from the man
on the street, and only a few turn to formal dress for the service itself. In
spite of all these changes, the stereotype of the funeral director as a person
who is "a little different " from other men tends to persist, albeit with much
less frequency than in the past. Much of the humor that has been built around
the funeral director (m ore often the "undertaker" in this case) stereotype seems
to possess great vitality. The writer is of the opini on that funeral humor tends
to flourish indirect proportion to the inab ility of the fun era l director to laugh
convincing l y at himself.
The occasiona l unconventional funeral director is another problem, and he
comes in a variety of guises. New York's William Necker gained notoriety as
" king of the Cut-Raters" in 1915 .18 The Necker organization assumedlth e eharacter of a discount store with branches and promised, by virtue of a large volume of business, inexpensive funerals. On top of this, he invited the public
to participate in the venture through the purchase of stock in the corporation.
The trade press accused Necker of trying to lure the hard - earned money of the
poor,19 and rejoiced at his financial downfal1. 20 William Chambers, proprietor of the Chambers Funeral Home in Washington, D. C. aroused the ire of his
fellow funeral directors in 1947 when he publicly opposed higher licensing requirements for funeral directors. Chambers publicly used the word " ra cket"
in describing the funeral business, and at one pointembarassed the business
by the choice of an inappropriate and undignified advertising calendar for his
business. 21 The editor of The American Funeral Director was provoked enough
at this unconventional funeral director to refer to him as the "Clown of the
Funeral Service Indus try ".22 Eq.uaUy unconventiona l, but at the opposite end
of the spectrum, is the funeral director who, like the clergyman, believes that
he has been " called " to his way of life. To th is person duties are sacred and
his reputation must be carefully guarded. As a man apart, he thinks of himself as an important functionary in the crisis of death, p laying a role equal
to that of th e minister, and in many ways complementary.

IV
CHANGES IN ORGANIZAT IONAL PATTERNS

The funeral director is a product of many forces and traditions . There is,
for example, the tradition of the furniture bUSiness with "undertaking" as an

,
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added service. The coffin was considered furniture and merchandised as such.
The addition of a hearse the development of a skill, and the furniture store
and undertaking busines s grew farther and farther apart, but the business aspects t e nded to rem ain as a part of the new enterprise. In time it has become,
in some instances, big busi ne ss. 23 One change that has taken place within
this large business framework has bee n the e me rg e nce of the executive-managerial type of funeral director whose main function has been more and more interpreted with the emphasis upon director ... direct or of the drama that is the
mcx:lern American funeral service. This is the drama that is held to have therapeutic va lue for the bereaved. It seems to the writer that this is perhaps the
most enlightened and sophisticated attempt to compensate for what might be
described as a role vacuum for the funera l director. Much of the available
eVidence suggests that this role of the funeral director has been drawn from
an amalgam of psychological reality and vocational insecurity . One cannot
take lightly the works of Irion, Jackson and Donald. On the other hand, it
must be said that few funeral directors would appear t o be sufficiently knowledgeable and/or capable of playing this new role effectively, and fewer yet
seem really interested in trying.
Th e emergence of the executive-managerial type of funeral director has had
the effect of a threatened reduction of the status of the embalmer to that of
"technician". One of the long run effects -of this change has been to curtail
the supply of qualified embalmers. Schools of mortuary science have been
reporting shortages in applicants for some time and some of the schools have
c losed. The future of the embalmer would indeed seem somewhat questionable
at the present time. With the advent of conditions requiring a substantial capital investment, on ly a limited number of embal mers can hope to become owners
of funeral homes, and the emba lm er appears t o be headed for the role of a hard
working, relatively poorly paid employee. 24 The advent of unionization in
some of the larger cities tends to reflect this trend and at the same time pose
one alternative as a solution.
The tradition of the funeral itself is another serious concern. Howard C.
Raether, Executive Secretary of the National Funeral Directors Association,
has indicated the trend away from funera l s and the steady increase in private
funeral s or no funeral at all. Raetherhas also painted out that American youth,
caught up in an era of rebellious change, are e stablishing a value system all
their own, and that this set of va l ues is more utilitarian than ever before. Certain demographic factors must also be conSidered. The simple fact that Arlington Cemetery, a national shrine , is filling up has led to the possibility that
cremation may at some date in th e future be a prerequisite for burial there.
Raether also considers the potential difficulties in dealing with an increased
number of older people whose interest in burial plans and special discounts
must be anticipated. In spite of these problems, he finds support for the continuance of the traditional American funeral, and in so doing draws upon tradition, human right s , and socio-psychological factors. In spite of the generally pessimistic tone, Mr. Raether 's concept of what a funeral accomplishes
tends to co inc ide with the enlightened views expressed quite freely in the industry today with conSiderable SOCiological and psychological support . 25
Myron L. Van Horn , Pres ident of the Ohio Funeral Directors Association,
I
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has expressed a slightly mOfe optimistic outlook for the future. His forecast
includes a more professiona l funeral director, more elaborate (but not necessarily larger) funeral ho me s, with services that are shorter, simpler, and
more personal. He sees a trend which indicates that a small number of people will continue to ag itate against the traditional fun eral with its embalming,
flowers e tc. This tre nd he sees as a potential explosion under certain circumstances I with long term effects on funeral service. 26 One of Mr . Van
Horn I 5 conclusions could, the writer thinks, push the funeral d irector closer
to professi ona l sta tu s . When he speaks of families becomi ng more depe ndent
upon the funeral director for guidance and counseling , he s teps one bit farther
toward his goal.
I

v
SUMMARY AND CONCLUS IONS

The central issues of a sociological nature that have featured the past o nehundred years in the funeral business have largely been concerned with innova tions, th eir social consequences, and the search for status on the part of
the funera l director. The development of arteria l embalming, along with the
artistry of dermasurgery and cosmetology, seem s to th e writer to be the fou ndation upon which most of thes e cha nges can be predicated. Indeed, the concept of the centrality of sentiment is unquestionably one of the end results of
emba lming , and no one questions the fact t hat sentiment makes t he modern
American funeral possible .
The funeral director ' s search for respectability ha s been characterized by
the fundamental search for social acceptance , neces s itating th e shedding of
stereotypes, and an even more lofty goal. . . professi onal status . The latter
does not seem to have been achieved to any significant degree, although th e
deba t e may forever rag e concerning the true nature of professi ona l status. Re cent expos~s, mostly unfavorable to the funera l bus iness, have tended to put
t h e fu neral director once a g ain on the defe n Sive. It would seem that the public rela t ions offenSive mount ed by the indust ry as a whole some years ago has
been , at least in part, negated by the events of the recent past . One can
onl y speculate concerning the ability of the industry t o meet future crises .
One thing seems ce rtain, the paucity of television material has made controversial issues welcome to pr ogrammers, and an increasingly permissive social order has pennitted unconventional treatment of issues heretofore considered beyond the pale. It is als o just possib le that a decline in the conventiona l expression of patriotism has made the "American " part of the argument
less tenable. In other words , the sentiment a r oused by an "American type of
funeral for an Ame rican way of life" has become more difficult to achieve and
maintain. A more likely explanation for this problem is that the funeral indust ry argu me nt for the American funeral has been too narrow ly conceived to meet
any substantia l challenge from outSide fo rces .
The industry, the writer believes, has made substantia l prog ress along educationa l lines , espe cially where it ha s bee n possib le t o bri ng about mea ning ful dialogue between professional groups. Relations between the clergy and
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the funeral director have apparently improved considerably in areas where fu ne ral director- clergy seminars have been conducted . Reports on the results
of such confrontations have been generally favorable, and there have been
occas i ons where ministers have asked for continued meetings. It would seem
tha t future changes in the funeral industry will be the result of the changing
climate of our times, coupled with rationally conceived , educationally imple mented programs from the industry itself .
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JlIIERI CJIN FLtlERAL PRACTHES
JEROME J , SALOMONE
I. INTRODUCTION

It has been five yea r s since Jessica Mitford de livered her explosive, one sided, we ll documented journalisti c criticis m of the American funeral industry.2 Many charges a nd as many counte rcharges subsequently were made,
some people enthusiastically supporting the Mitford thesis that the American
public has been duped by funeral directors, casket and vau lt manufacturers.
cemeterians , flori sts and monument makers; others with different convic tions questioning the reliability of these accusations. Large ly. if not exclusively, however, the verbal battles between the antagonists and the protag oni sts of funerary practice in this country have been s peculative, polimlc
and without substantive support.
This c ircumsta nce prompted the present attempt to investigate sc ientifically and empirically the status of contemporary American funerals. Are people satisfied that funeral c ustoms reflect a tradition in fune ralization extending back to Jesus and rooted in Christian mores, as some say? Or, are they
disconcerted ov e r the abuses a llegedly existing in the funeral industry, as
others have charged?
II . METHODOLOGY
To a nswe r these que stions, three categories of persons were chosen so
as to compare t heir attitudes t oward certain selected fune ral practices:
Category A3 consists of persons who differfr om one another on the matter
of DEATH, and includes:
1. This paper is part of a more comprehensive s tudy made by the author,
under the direction of Vernon J. Parent on, which analyzed funeral customs in
Southwe st Loui siana titled "An Attitudinal Study of Funeral Customs in Calcasie u Pari sh, Loui s iana: A Soci ologi ca l Analy sis , " (unpub li shed d isserta tion, Louisiana State University , Ba ton Roug e , 1966).
2. Jess ica Mitford , The Ame rican Way of Death (Greenwich : Fawcett Publications, Inc., 1963).
3. Inasmuch as all of the t h ree Categories, A, B, and C I are composed
of the same peop le, it is possible to make comparisons only within a g iven
category, not between and among categories. It is recognized that the s t udy
wou l d have been method o l ogically more rigorious had that been done. How-
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a.

Death - Free Group, made up of people whohavenot had a death in their
immediate families for ten years prior to the study.
b. Bereavement Group, made up of persons who have had a death in their
immediate families during the calendar year 1964.
I

Category B consists of persons within Category A who differ from one another on the matter of RACE, and includes:
a . Negroes.
b. Whites.
Category C consists of persons within Category A who differ from one another on the matter of SOCIO- ECONOMIC STATUS and includes :
I

a. High Socio- EconomicStatus, made up of persons with socio- economic
status scores of 5.00 and above.
b . Low Socio- Economic Status, made up of persons with socio- economic
status scores of 3.00 and be low.
Socio- economic status is operationally defined as high or low depending
on an individual' s mean score on three indices : education, occupation, and
income. Persons with socio-economic status scores of 5.00 and above are
considered to be of high socio-economic status. Persons with socio-economic scores of 3.00 and below are conSidered to be of low socio- economic
status . An individual's socio-economic status score was determined by adding his separate scores on an education index, an occupation index, and an
income index, summing the scores, then dividing the sum of the scores by
three. 4 , 5
ever, to have followed that s trategy wou ld have required th e addition of many
more respondents, which time and resource considerations would not permit.
4. The three indices and the numerical values assigned to each of them
are a s follows :
EDUCATION INDEX
OCCUPATION INDEX
INCOME INDEX
Amount of Schooling

Score

~.Q!..

None

1

Domestic worker

1

1-3

2

Fa rm La borer

2

4- 6

7- 9

3

4

Occupation

Industrial laborer

Craftsman and
operative

Score

3

4

Amt. of Score
Income
Less than
$2000
1
$2000 t o
$3999

2

$4000 to
$5999

3

$6000 to
$9999

4

["
I
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Ninety-two persons from Calcasian Parish (County) Louisiana were randomly selected for inclusion in th e study. 6 They were interviewed during the
Summer, 1965 on such questions as: Their attitude toward (1) the wake, (2)
the hones t y of funeral directors, and (3) the cost of funerals .
I

III . FINDINGS
Attitudes Toward th e Wake. 7
The great debate in America today over funeral practice and custom does
not involve the total fune ralization complex. Religious services have not
10-11

12

5

6

Sales and clerical

5

Managers & officials 6

$10000 to
$13,999
$1~000

$17,999

College or college
graduate

7

Professionals and
proprietors

7

5

to
6

$laOOO and
over
7

5. Thirty-six of the respondents are classified as MIDDLE BES because
their socia-economic status scores fell between high and low SE8 as defined
above . Their respons es have not been included in the following analysis .
For that analysis , consult Salomone, QQ . cit.
6. Calcasieu Parish is located in the extreme southwest portion of Louisiana. Its principle city is Lake Charles, a metropolitan community of slightly less than 75,000. Altogether, there were 135,000 residents in the Parish
in 1965. The Parish is urban and industrial, reflecting the Parish's dependency on the oil and chemical industry in that area. As a result, its labor
force shows an unusually large concentration of persons with operative, craft,
and professional skills. The N ' s for the respective respondent groups are:
Death-Free::::48; Bereavement=44; Negroes=21; Whites::::?l; High 8E8=24 ; Low
SES=32 .
? The term wake is an Anglo-8axonword which literally means "to watch
a corpse . " It is a custom of unknown origin and antiquity, although waking
the dead almost certainly was invented before the advent of civilization and
is found a 11 over the world. It used to be an uninterrupted vigil of relatives
and friends over the human remains from death until committal of the body :
this custom , relatively unmodified by time, still exists in many societies
around the world as well as among many Americans , especially among th ose
of African , Irish, and Italian descent. 8ee William S. Walsh, Curiosities
of Popular Customs (Phila delphia : J. B. Lippincott Company, 1925), pp. 790 792 . By wake we understand that period when the dead person is exposed for
public viewing sometimes between death and disposition. It might be an all
night affair; detennined by the family of the dead person and/or the funeral
director handling the funeral. The funeral is understood to include the wake,
the funeral service , and the interment service. By the funeral services is
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come under attack. What have been attached br oadside are the wake and the
preparations for it. Opinions on the wake are mixed some persons extoling
the merits of the practice, some condemning its demerit s.
Many reasons were given by the approvers for the ir conventional views
towa rd the wake . One 51 year- o ld widow considered t he wake a comfort
"because my husband looked natural and asleep and I got enjoyment from
that." Another widow said essentia lly the same thing. She thought her hus band ' s wake helped her because, in her words : "I saw him at home and in
the hospital , suffering and in pain. When I saw him in the funeral home it
made me feel much better because he was fixed up so ni ce and he looked so
good . "
A Negro male saw clearly the extent to which community pressure encourages a "nice wake." "It ' s comforting," he said, "and satisfying, too, to
know that you buried your loved ones proper." Then he revealed at least one
source of that comfort when he added, "and the public notices it too."
Status considerations provide yet another reason why some people approve
of wakes. Witness the remark of a Negro Baptist deacon: "If he (the dead
person) is taken care of in a nice modern way with his friends and relatives
at his side, then the family can be proud of itself."
Some approvers see the wake as an emotional catharsis, as illustrated by
the person who said: "I know the funeral helped me when my father died because after the wake and the church service I never shed another tear."
Many people, though, see the wake as a time when the survivors lean on
friends and relatives for social- psychological support . It is considered an
institutionalized social setting, where, according to one respondent, "people can come and join in the mourning and give comfort to the sufferers."
Thus , according to this view , the wake is worthwhile because the be reaved
draw comfort, in some way, from the community of sympathizers.
Taking the opposite position was a man who considered the wake "emotionally and psychologically harmful," he continued, "In the long run I think
it is unnecessary . The body should be interred as soon as possible . "
A housewife voiced her distaste for viewing the remains when she said :
"I believe that for my Dad ' s funeral if the casket had been closed at the fu neral home, the grief would have been only half as bad."
One respondent was against the wake personally, but hesitated to issue
a b lanket condemnation of the practice . His comment wa s : "No , the wake
is not helpful; it acts on the emotions . But I can understand why people want
to see their loved ones one more time. "
Another person touched on both the psychological and financial costs of
the wake when he observed: "The wake hurts most families because it makes
them feel worse, and most can' t afford it. "
The various attitudes toward the wake are reported in Table I, where it can
be seen that, however the table is examined, the custom of the wake is overwhelmingly thought of in approving terms . Notice, nevertheless, that there
I

meant a ceremony, usually religious, which ordinarily is held immediately
before the interment service. The interment service refers to the final ceremony of the dead at which time the body is committed to the ground.
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are proportionately more bereavement than death-free approvers; the approvers
outdistanced the disapprovers by mOfe than 4 to 1 in the bereavement group,
while death - free approvers managed less than a 3 to Imargin over their disapprove rs.
Negroes , li kewise, thought of the wake in much more approv ing terms than
di d whites, with the respective ratios being 6 to 1 approvers for Negroes and
only 2 to 1 approvers for whites.
Finally, persons low in socia- economic status were more inclined to view
the wake favorably than their counterparts who are h i gh in socio- economic
status. The difference in the two groups is dramatic in this respect , with a
ratio of nearly 10 to 1 approve rs for low SES persons, whereas the comparable
figure for high SES persons is less than 1 in 2.
TABLE I
ATTITUDES TOWARD THE WAKE ACCORDING TO
DEATH, RACE , AND SOCIO-ECONOM IC STATUS

Attitudes Towa rd the Wa ke

AQQrove

DisaQQrove

Undecided

Total

N

%

N

%

N

%

According to DEATH
Dea th - Free Group
Bereave me nt Group

29
36

60
82

13
7

27
16

6
1

13
2

48
44

According t o RACE
Negroes
Whites

18
47

86
66

3
17

14
24

7

10

21
71

11

46
91

11

46
6

2
1

8
3

24
32

According to SES
Hi gh SES
Low SES

29

2

Attitu des Towa rd the Hones ty of Funeral Di rectors .
In answer to the question, "Do you think fune ra l directors take advantage
of a family ' s grief when they a re selecting a fune ral serv ice? " , a pa ttern of
res ponses fal li ng into three ma i n types eme rges . The comment s of re s pondents re ported below illus trate each o f these ty pes .
UNQUALIFIED NO

No . They a re mos t le nie nt with you .
I don 't think so . At leas t ours did n 't. He wa s a close frie nd of my hus band and h e did everyth ing he c ould to h elp .
No, they don' t chea t you . If y ou go to pic k out a casket for y our moth e r,
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you want the best--that ' s what runs the cost up.
No, they don 't (take advantage of the survivorsL especially if the person
is old . And, after all,
(funeral home) has a lot of money .
QUALIFIED YES

Some funeral directors might, but ours wou l dn 't .
Yes, I guess some take advantage, but I know we were not pressured into
anything .
That would depend on the funeral director, but knowing businessmen I'd
say they do. I'm sure there's some sons - a-bitches among them.
UNQ UA LIFIED YES

Oh, yes sir they do. In the selection of the casket they try to sell you a
more expensive casket. I dropped a policy with an established funeral home
because they practice that policy .
Yes, they h igh-pressure salesmanship you .
Definitely, they try to oversell everybody. They show you the best cas kets first and then when you get down to something you can afford, you don't
want it because it ' s too cheap.
My insurance man told me never to tell the funeral home how much insurance I have on my husband because if I did, they would try to get as much of
it as they could.
Few persons in the study were willing to issue a blanket condemnation of
funeral directors as a class . More typically , respondents admitted that
SOME funeral directors might take advantage of bereaved survivors, but they
likely considered this circumstance the exception. It was a common occurence to hear the comment: "Some funeral directors might take advantage of
you but ours is honest. ,.
Table II allows a comparison of the attitudes toward the honesty of funeral
directors . Revealed there is a basic distrust of the funera l director, a lthough
the extent to which this is true varies among the different groups of respondents. When the death-free and bereavement groups are juxtaposed, it is
found that persons in the former are more convinced than persons in the latter that funeral directors are dishonest in their dealings with people in need
of their services, but the differences are not pronounced . Approximately 4
out of 6 persons in the death-free group are of the opinion that funeral directors are dishonest, while 3 of every 6 persons in the bereavement group
share that same belief.
The figures run in opposite directions for Negroes and whites, however.
I
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Negroes are 2 to 1, convinced they can trust "their" funeral directors, while
whites are equally sure, 2 to I, they cannot trust "theirs:'
The same is true of low and high SES persons; those low in SES are remarkably more optimistic about the honesty of funeral directors than those
high in SES. Whereas persons low in SES say 2 to 1 they believe funeral directors are honest, persons high in SES claim nearly 2 to 1 just the opposite,
that funeral directors are dishonest.
TABLE II
RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION "DOES THE FUNERAL DIRECTOR
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE BEREAVED SURVIVORS?" ACCORDING
TO DEATH , RACE, AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS

Does the Funeral Director
Take Advantage of Survivors
According to DEATH
Death-Free Group
Bereavement Group

No

Yes

N

%

N

%

Totals

31

65

17

35

4B

22

52

20

4B

42

7

14

67

21

46

33
67

23

33

16
12

67
37

8

33

24

20

63

32

According to RACE

Negroes
Whites

69 a

According to SES
High SES
Low SES

a Two cases unreported.
Attitudes Toward the Cost of Funerals.
Funeral directors attribute what is called the high cost of death to the high
cost of living. "Everything costs more today than it did in past years" is the
statement which describes the mortician's attitude toward the cost of funerals.
Pressed still further, he could be expected to explain that higher funeral
prices are justified because modern funeral homes are expensive to build and
to maintain; "rolling stock" is prohibitively high; payrolls are up; funeral
furniture costs more; chemicals and cosmetics are higher; casket manufacturers charge more; etc . In short , technological improvements have driven
his cost up and force him to sell a high priced funeral.
What is the price of funerals in America? Not including burial plots,
vaults, flowers, the cost of transportation, headstone, setting th e head stone, and opening and cloSing the grave--not including all these items -on the average each adult American funeral cost $1,160.00 in 1960. 8 Per8, Nineteen-sixty is the latest year for which information is available
regarding the average cost of adult funerals in America, The estimated aver-
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sonal expend itures on fun era ls in that year totaled an estimated $1. 6 billion
dollars . Americans spent less on police protection, fi re protection and dental care; they spe nt only sligh tly more for all higher education. 9
Th ese facts underlie the current interes t in funeral costs. But who is intere sted in those costs? And who 1s complaining about them? Table III shows
the pattern of responses t o th e question, "Do you think the average cost of
funerals in this community i s reasonable?"
TABLE III
RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION. "DO YOU THINK THE AVERAGE
COST OF FUNERALS IN THIS COMMUNITY IS REASONABLE?"
ACCORDING TO DEATH . RACE. AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS

Is the Price of
Funerals Reasonable
According to DEATH 6
Death-Free Group
Bereavement Group

No

Yes

N

%

N

%

Total s

45

24

53

23

59

21
16

47
41

39

According to AACE a
Negroes
Whites

14
33

74
51

5
32

26
49

19
65

According to SEgCl
Hi gh SES
Low SES

8
18

40
65

12
10

60
35

20
28

aEight cases unreported.
There is no gene ral agreement among the respond e nts conc erning the costs
of fun e ral s . Opinions vary considerably from one position to the other . A
age cost of an adult funeral in America in 1968 i s a pproxim a t ely $1,250.00.
This estimate is made using the difference in the cost of living index in 1960
(103.1) and 1968 (119.5) and making computations based on that differential.
This procedure assumes that fu.nera1 cost increases have been in line with the
increased cost of all other items used to determine the cost of living index.
Sources: The United States Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the
United States: 1965, (86th edition: Washington: Government Printing Office,
1965), p. 361, and U. S. Depa rtment of Labor, Monthly Labor Review, May,
1968, Vol. 91, No.5, (Washington : Government Printing Office, 1968), p. 116.
9 . The most complete inqui ry into the status of the American funeral industry is found in United States Congress, Senate, Committee on the JudiCiary, Antitrust Aspects of the Funeral Industry, Hearings before the Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly, 88th Congress, 2nd Session on S . Res .
262~ Part 1. July 7, 8, 9, 1964 (Washington : Government Printing Office, 1964),
see especially p . IFF . for statements concerning funeral cos t s .
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small majority of respondents in both the bereavement and the death - free
groups feels tha t funera 1 cos ts a re rea sona bIe, indica Hng no grea t difference
in the views of each of these groups. Nevertheless, persons in the bereavement group maintain a more favorable position with respect to funeral costs
than do persons in the death - free group. Only slightly mOfe than lout of
every 2 death-free persons think funeral costs are reasonable; at the same
time, almost 3 of each 5 bereavers are satisfied that funeral costs are rea sonable.
More impressive attitudinal differences regarding funeral costs are found
among Negroes and whites, where Negroes are much less prone to complain
about what is called the unreasonably high cost of dying. Negroes are satisfied nearly 3 to I with current funeral costs, whereas for every satisfied
white there is one complainer.
There is a noticeable tendency, likewise, for dissatisfaction with the rea sonableness of the cost of funerals to vary inversely with socio- economic
status. Low SES persons are satisfied almost 2 to 1 with the cost ofifunerals,
as contrasted with high SES persons who are dis'satisfied 3 to 2.
"

i:!'

!

IV. ,CONC];USIONS

A subtly simple, yet curiously important conclusion must be reached as_a
result of the previous discussion: The revolution in funeral customs, often
implicitly, but more frequently e,x plicitly, prophesized by the critics of the
funeral industry is nowhere in sight if that revolution is to be led by disenchanted bereaved survivors. Experiencing death in the immediate family and
subsequent~direct, personal experience with the funeralization process tend
to create in the bereaved a positive image of funerals and funeral directors
rather than generating' a sense of alienation from contemporary funeral cus toms. This fact stands in stark relief from the conclUSions inferred in the
literature of the journalistic critics of American funerary practice.
Secondly, Negroes have more positive evaluations than whites of the various aspects of the funeralization process examined in this study. In every
respect their orientations toward the funeral as an institution and toward
funeral directors as persons reflect a basic satisfaction with the status quo .
It might be noted, also, that Negroes in a very real sense have their own
funeral establishment, apart from that of the white community, as death re mains tightly segregated along racial lines. One consequence of this fact,
which undoubtedly is related to the more positive orientations toward funeral
practices among Negroes, is that the economics of Negro funerals differs conSiderably from that of whites. For example, the average cost of funeralizing
the death among Negroes in the bereavement group was $593.00 while the comparab le cost among whit e bereavers was $1,170.00.
Thirdly, there i s an inverse relationsh i p between socio- econom i c status
and approva l of contemporary fune rary custom as fa r as can be detenn ined
from these da ta. Persons who differ with respect to educati on , occupation
and income have long demonstrated different life style values. Ev i dently one
of these va lues relates to the ca re and d i sposition of the dead. Having "a
nice funeral " for lowe r socia- economic s tatus people, in fact , means pur-
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chasing a relatively expensive casket for the dead person. This is illustra ted by the fact that the average cost of funerals for persons in the bereavement group does not vary with socio-economic status , as might be expected,
indicating that people who can least afford to have "expensive" funerals are
precisely those who are more inclined to do so.lO The respective average
costs are; High SES, $1 , 222,00 ; Low SES, $1,184,00,
The data suggest that persons most satisfied with present conditions in
the funeral industry are like ly to be Negroes of low socio- economic standing
who have had a recent death in their immediate family; that persons most dissatisfied with present conditi ons in t he f uneral indus t ry are likely to be
whites of high socio- economic standing who have not had a death in their
immediate family for at least 10 years. Standing betwee n these t wo i deal
types of satisfied and dissatisfied individuals are persons with mixt ures o f
these cha racteristics .
10. Si milar observations about the relationship between socia l class and
spending habits of the bereaved a re made by Mitford, loco c it., Leroy Bowman,
The American Funeral (Washington, D . C. : Public Affa irs Press , 1959) ; Rut h
M . Ha rmer , The High Cost 2L Dying (New York : The Crowell- Colli er Press ,
1963 ); and W. M. Kephart , "Status After Death ," Ame rican Soc i ological Re vi ew , IS (October , 1950), pp, 635 - 643,

***
Jerome J . Salomone is associate professor of sociology at Louisiana State Unive r sity , New Orleans. His
papers on t he funera l i ndustry have appeared in the
American FuneraZ Director and Louisiana Studies .

RELIGIa'l, MRICJlN VAUfS
& IIAll1 fBlSflCfIvr:S
BERNARD SPIU<A, ROBERT J, PELLIGRINI AND KA1liRYN DAILEY

Introduction

The process and structu re of Ame rican society condition ou r attitudes and
expectations in most areas of socia l and personal life, Not the leas t of these
concern death. The present study examines two broad complexes of possible
de terminants or correlates of these views. These are firs~, the individual manifestations of whatare theorired to be basic patterns of American cultural val ues and second, religion in both its qualitative and quantitative aspects . Much
research has already demonstrated th e s ignificance of the latter complex of
variables (Al exander and Adlerstein, 1959; Feifel, 1956 ; Jeffers, 1961; Kalish,
1963; Martin and Wrightsman, 1964, 1965; Spilka and Pellegrini, 1967; Swenson,
1965) . Contradictio ns within this literature reveal the ne ces s ity of considering a number of criteria of the concept of religiosity plus fact o rs such as age
and sex .
In order to explore meaningfully the relationships which may obtain among
death perspectives, religion and American values, it is first necessary to offer a set of testa ble theoretical formulations which can be modified or refuted .
A Theory of American Values
History, institutional structure, and individual acti ons are basica lly insepa rable. Values and behavior are antinomous ly related as also a re structure
and function. On the level of society, Merton (1957) speaks of cultural structure and social structure. By the former he meFlns the pattern of values which
underlies much, if not most, of individual thinking and res ponsiveness. The
latter focuses on the patterns of social relationships which characteri ze a society .
There is much controversy regarding the nature of the American value milieu
or cultural structure. It is, however, not difficult to abstract from the writings
of such scholars as Becker (1945), Cohen (1962), Laski (1948), Sarnoff (1966),

and Williams (1960, 1967), among others, two distinct va l ue patterns which
themselves are complexes of subvalues. These value-referents may be termed
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success-achievement and equalitarian- responsibility .
Success-achie vement is premised on a high valuation of monetary ga in and
materialistic advantage . Rea li stically. such is sa id t o be attained via hard
work and ambition competitively ex pre ssed. Approval is also given to practicality and efficiency with their e mpha sis on the imm e diate rather tha n th e
ultimate. Likewise freed om to achieve economica lly is a cornerstone of this
philosophy. Since socioeconomic advancement is oft en a fun ction of " fittingin." conformity becomes a kind of social currency that possesses higher exchang e va l ue than true individuality.
Th e success- achievement motif could lead to a jung le philosophy in which
each individual hum a n atom migh t seek his own se lf-interest at th e expense
of oth e rs. Just as Adam Sm ith tempered his justification of free enterpri se
with his The ory of Moral Sentiments, there has evo lved out of the J udaeo -C hri~
tian heritag e, enlightenment philosophy and othe r deve lopme nts of the pas t
t wo centuri es, a socia l humanism, denoted here as an equalita rian-responsibility value pattern .
Subvalues of thi s complex may be seen in our general c once rn with equality of opportu nity for a ll people, moral responsibility, altruism-humanitarianism, and the political system of liberal democracy. Detailed explica ti on of
these components of e qualitarian-res pons ibility and also of success - a chiev e ment have bee n provided elsewhere {Potter, 195 4; Williams, 1960, 19 67}.
The pote ntial of dysha rm ony between these two patterns of values as they
are express ed in indiv idual and group behavior can be easily ad du ced . Cons id erations of social struct ure both mitigate and exacerbate strain be twe en
these hypothesized va lue complexes as they are learned, internalized a nd ex pressed by members of our society as individuals and members of groups.
Religion, Ame ri can Values and Death
Our contemporary emphasis on i ndiv idual competition with success defined
in t e rms of money, pres tige and power is quite like ly to shunt aside conSiderations of coope ration, equality and humanitarianism. These elements are not
inconsequential in any domain of living, least of all how one views death .
Fulton and Geis (1965 ) thus a ffirm, " ... death becomes an infringement upon
our right to hfe, liberty, and th e pursuit of happiness ... " (pp. 71-72). Hobart (1964) focuses this further by noting that the meaning of death is suggested by cultural norms, not the least of which concern ma terial possessions.
It may thus be inferred th at identifica ti on with the s uccess - achieve ment pattern
of American va lues wi ll condition our views of death, first negatively, second,
along lines wh ich would suggest interference with the attainment of success,
and third. with the potential of achiev ement if not in this world, therefore in
the next.
The equalita rian-responsibility pattern v.hich pervades American life appears
to include themes indigenous to the Western religiOUS tradition, and strong
identification with these may be more congenial than success-achievement to
death's acceptance. In ot her words, internaliza tion of the value components
of this pattern with their stress on humanitarianism and morality shou ld relate to both a religious outlook and a lessened ave rsion to death.
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It has been theorized that religion may be a defense against the fear of
death (FeUel, 1956). Swenson (19 61) and Martin and Wrightsman (1965) have
observed that religiosity is positively associated with acceptance of death .
One might hypothesize that the unacceptability of death motivated by success achievement orientation could be mitigated by religion.
The hypotheses to be evaluated were therefore as follows: l

1. Measure s of success - achievement orientation would
be associated with negative perspectives on death.
2 . Measures of equalitarian- responsibility motivations
would be independent of a positiveness - negativeness dimension of death perspectives or be related to acceptance of
death •
3. Indicators of relig iosity would als 0 be positively a ss 0ciated with the acceptance of death; death-negativity should
dec line as religious identification increases .
Method

Subjects: A sa mple of 150 .§.s wa s obtained from various college courses, chief
among which were sections in Ele mentary Psychology. A total of 146 completed
protocols were available for analysis. These were provided by 75 males and
71 females with a mean age of 19.5 years.
Tests and Materials : Data were obtained on a total of 34 variables for each
subject. These consisted of 9 measures of perspectives on death , and one
of experience with death, 4 of success-achievement orientation, 3 of equalitarian- responsibilityorientation, 13 of religion, and 4 demographic ind ica tors.
Death Perspective Measures : These consisted of nine 20-item Likert format
scales developed by Hooper (1962) and slightly modified by Spilka and Pellegrini (1967) . They were designed to assess perceptions of death as :
Natural End: This sca le was concerned with death as merely the natural conclusion to life, a termina l point with nothing beyond it.
Pain: Here death is seen in terms of loss of mastery and consc i ousness
with the pros pect of pa in and a violent end.
Loneliness : Death is pictured as separation from others, isolation, and
abandonment .
Unknown: Life ' s termination is viewed as mysterious, unfathomable,
ambiguous, undefined.
Punishment: These items stressed death as retribution and retaliation
for wrong-doing . Either God or fate is th e punishing agent.
Forsaking Dependents: Guilt over leaving one ' s dependents combines
with envy toward the living .
Failure : Death is regarded as personal failure, defeat, the ultimate in
frustration and hopelessness.
An Afterlife of Reward : In the eschatological tradition of Christianity,
death is taken as leading to reward, justification, participation in a bene-
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·vole nt eternity .
Coura ge : Hu mani stic or secula r realization of one ' s values is the true
meaning of death ; death represents an opportunity to show one ' s hope,
faith, a nd s t rength .
A question was included to indica te the recency of experience a subject
might have had with death , and in 2 instances significant but weak re lations hip s were found with t he death scales . The less recent the ex pe rience with
death the more pain was associated with the idea of death (r = .19; p<. 05 ) ,
and th e c loser the deat h experience the more it was related to perceptions of
an afterlife of reward (r = . 17; p< . 05) . Death experience related to no other
va riable in this s t udy .
Success-Achievement Measures: These consisted of 1) an objective, fac toriaUy - developed, 38- item achievement motiva tion instrument; 2) the 4-item
Pettigrew Jungle Scale (Feagin, 1965); 3) a 6-item measure of Economic Norm lessness: The necessityof force and fraud in business (Neal and Rettig, 1963}.
and 4) the 3- item Work - Devaluation Scale of Struening and Efron (1965) . The
last two instrument s were a l so factorially-constructed and cross - validated.
Equalit a rian- Responsibility Measures ; Three objective devices were employed ; 1) The Berkowitz Social Res pons i bil ity Scale (Berkowitz and Daniels,
1964 ); 2) a n experime ntal measure of Deviance To lerance (Bicke rt, 1965 ) ; and
3) 19 items from the Crissman Moral Value Scale (Crissman, 1942).
Re ligion Measures : The 13 indices used were : 1) frequency of church attendance per month; 2) indication of whether the subject was a member of a church
group or organization; 3) an Importance of Religion Scale (Putney and Middle to n, 196 1); 4) Brown ' s Religious Institutionalization sca le (Brown, 1962) ; S) a
scale of ReligiOUS Orthodoxy (Myers, 1951); 6- 10) the 5 scales of Faulkner and
Dejong (1966) which were designed to assess the Ideological, Intellectual,
Ritualistic, Experiential, and Consequential forms of religious commitment
theorized by Glock (1962); and 11-12) the Extrinsic and Intrinsic relig iosity measures developed by Allport and Ross (1967). All.§s were also asked to provide their religious affiliation. Demographic Indices: Information on Sex,
Age, Year in College, and College Major area of study were also obtained.

Variables
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10 .
I!.
12.
13.
14 .
15 •
16.
17 .
18.
19.
20 .

21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26 .
27.
28.
29.
30.

31.

Natural End
Pain
Loneliness
Unknown
Punishment
Forsak . Dep.
Failure
Reward
Courage
Death Exp .
Ch. Attend.
Sex
Age
Ach. Mot.
Jungle Scale
Econ. Norml.
Work Deva l.
Soc . Resp.
Dev. Toler .
Moral Va lues
Ch. Gr. Mbr.
Impt. Relig.
Relig. I nst.
Relig . Orth .
Ideological
Intel!ectual
Ritualistic
Experiential
Consequent.
Extrins i c
Intrinsic

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

I!

12

13

14

~

15

;R

44
53
30
29
44
44
04
39
06
-23
-09
- 22
- 16
27
- 01
07
- 06
-14
-20
18
- 13
-14
13
07
06
12
04
06
29
17

73
26
53
47
74
- 21
13
19
- 29
-14
- 06
-18
38
05
00
-II
- 22
-24
II
- 22
- 02
21
25
27
24
19
05
31
31

ill

39
58
61
77
- 07
27
10
-20
-19
- 01
- 15
31
01
- 10
-06
- 18
-21
16
- 26
- 01
15
14
21
22
21
08
36
36

;li
34
33
32
35
41
- 09
- 06
08
-- 04
- 08
23
07
- 06
07
13
15
18
00
17
- 04
- 15
-07
-07
- 10
-07
24
-01

50
66
30
31
I!
07
- 16
-I!
- 17
24
-03
-I!
03
- 15
-08
- 07
- 06
32
28
-27
- 10
-14
- I!
- 10
28
- 02

-!:1
70
13
38
I!
- 18
- 06
- 14
- 03
16
-06
- 06
16
-04
- 07
15
-06
18
- 04
- 06
08
04
04
02
41
13

81

- 04
29
14
-23
-15
03
-08
32
- 07
-06
01
- 12
- I!
12
- 16
14
05
04
I!
14
17
05
40
28

41
17
39
13
- 20
- 03
04
08
- 20
19
07
15
- 06
32
53
-62
- 72
-56
- 54
- 59
- 33
07
- 52

05
- 08
02
- 15
06
09
- 08
-03
13
- 01
-04
18
08
16
- 05
-18
- 22
- 07
-19
- I!
15
- 04

-I!
- 05
07
-01
- 01
- 05
02
-14
08
-05
- 01
-15
- 05
09
08
09
17
07
03
06
16

08
-14
- 02
- 09
12
- 09
14
02
18
-34
34
30
48
39
37
59
43
31
-I!
57

Significance levels are : r = .1 6 (.05). r = .21 (. 01) . Decimal points are omi tted.
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(Continuati on of Table 1.)

'"
N

Varia bles

17 .
18 .
19 .
20.
21.
22.
23.
24 .
25.
26 .
27 .
28 .
29 .
30 .
31.

16

08
00
- 02
09
Ch . Gr . Mhr . - 06
Impt. Relig.
09
Relig . Inst.
11
Relig . Orth .
- 01
Ideolog ical
-05
Inte llectua l
-01
Ritualistic
- 07
Experiential
- 12
Consequent .
-15
Extrinsic
- 01
Intrinsic
-10

Work Deval .
Soc . Resp .
Dev . Toler.
Moral Values

17

-24
-11
- 11
00
05
-16
13
18
10
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08
03
-10
02

18
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20
24
-07
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18
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-16
00
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-05
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Results and Discussion

Death Per spectives and Success-Achievement Orientation: As is evident
from Table 1, t he Death Perspective measures do not correla te with the Achieve Motivation scale . In the onl y two instances where significant rela t ionships
are found, the y are in the opposite direction to what would be hypothesized.

High achievement motivation goes with a low perception of death as pain
(r=-.18, P <.05) and dea th as punishment (r=-. 17 , p< .OS) . In this context,
the achiever does not see death as negative interference . Neither can it be
viewed as reward .
The Jung le Sca le is the only measure which shows a pattern of consistent
associations with the dea t h perspective sca les. The more one views life and
the world in a " Jungle " fashion the more he perceives death as negative. Some
hint of how this may be interpreted can be gained from the correlation between
the Jungle Scale and the Bickert Deviance Tolerance measure . Though low
(r=- . 19, p <.05) but still significant a jungle philosophy seems to go with acceptance of immorally deviant behavior: hence it may be that this element of
immorality leads to a fear of death and potential accountability . Clearly
achievement and success may be morally or immorally arrived at . However,
when it is associated with a jungle outlook it relates to a negative ?rienta tion toward death . Such an approach may also be a component of a utilitarian
religion since in Table 1, the Jungle Scale is positively related to a measure
of extrinsic religiOSity (r= . 20 , p< . 05 ) .
Apparently the economic normlessness instrument did not relate significantly to any of the death sca les,and the work devaluation scales only showed one meaningful association with the perception of death in terms of an
afterlife of reward (r=-. 20, p < . aS). This is a classically Calvinist view
which values work highly and relates it to salvation and ultimate reward .
Table I also shows a very weak pattern of associations between these two
instruments a nd a ll of the religious measures . Econom i c normlessness fails
to yield any Significant coefficients and only one borderline correlation occurs
with the work deva l uation scale . Achievement motivation, however relates
to economic normlessness (r=- . 17 , p < . OS ) , and a high evaluation of work
(r=-. 20, p <. 05) . In a similar manner, work devaluation is associa ted with
social irrespo nsibility (r=O . 24 , p< . 05 ).
Although the Economic Normlessness and Work Devaluation instruments
do not appear to be strong measures of the Success-Achievement orientation
hypothesized here, they do show some meaningful patterns relative to achievement motivation. A next step might be to examine the item content of all of
these measures in order to construct a more direct instrument of success achievement orientation.
Death Perspectives and Equalitarian-Responsibility Orientati on; Table I
revea l s a few weak associations between the death perspectives and the three
measures of equalitarian-responsibility. In only two instances does the Berkowitz SOCial Responsibility instrument show noteworthy relationships. Here,
I
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seeing De ath in terms of fors aking dependents (r= . 16, p<. 05) , and an afterlife of reward (r=.19, p<.OS) reach sta tistical significance . Apparently the
socially responsible person is concerned with leaving th ose who are depende nt on him, but, at the same time, he sees his responsibility in terms of
gaining recognition and approbation following his demise . Responsibility is
also strongly connected t o achiev eme nt motivation (r= . 22, p<.OI) and moral
values (r= . 22, p< . Ol)
Neither th e Bickert Deviance Tolerance scale or that of Crissman which
is deS igned to asses moral va l ues show a strong pattern with the death perspective scales. The perception of death as pain does relate to taking of an
immoral stance (r ' s= . 22 , -.24, P <. 01) . The Cri ssman device also shows
associations with death as natural end and loneliness (r ' s=-. 20, -.21., p< . 05) .
Both defi ned here as negative views.
A moral pos ition o n both th e Bickert and Crissman measures ties into
achievement motivation (r ' s=.27, .22, p< .01). There is also eVidence t h at
Deviance Tolera nce and Moral Values are essentially the same thing (r=. 81,
p <. Ol). Table I shows that the Mora l Values instrument is rather consisten tl y and meani ng fully assoc iated with many relig i ous measures, especially with
the consequential aspects of religIon (r=-.4 0 , p<.Ol). Deviance tolerance
also re lates in lik e manner but less strongly to consequentia l Commitment
(r=-.2 2, p <. OI), and interestingly seems negatively associated with the presence of extrinsic religion (r=- .19, p<. OS) .
In sum , this initial effort to a ssociate death perspectives with equalitarian-res pons ibility outlook s is only tentatively suggestive of pos sible rela ti o ns hip s . Where such are observed they appear quite meaningful. Tes t cons tructi on in this area is clearly i ndi c ated.
Death Perspectives and Religion: Table 1 shows a generally weak to mode rate pattern of relationships between the death perspectives and the 12 quantitative me as ures of religion. Mos t consistent is that a death perspective
of an afterlife of reward ties conSistently t o almos t all the measures of religiosity. This is strongest with formal institutiona lization (r=-. 53, p < . On ,
and orthodox y (r=- . 62 , p < . 01), plus all of the Faulkner- Dejong measures of
religious commitment and notably with Intrinsic religion (r=-. 52, p< .01). In
like manner, freq uency of church attendance and perceived importance of religion mitig ate negativism t owa rd death . Interesting l y, both ex trinsic and intrinsic re lig iosity generally display Similar patterns of association with the
death scales and most other measures.
The generally low associatio n of achievement-success and eq ualitarianresponsibilit y measures with the religious indices speaks to the relative independence of these dom ains in the present SOCia-cultural milieu. This is in
contrast to what relig ionists might be likely to hypothesize . Still there is
evidence that patterns of meaningful re lati onships among these ki nds of mea sures do exist.
C o nclus ions
This study i s strong ly suggestive of the need for a trans actio na l-theoretical approach to understanding the place of death pe r spectives in a psycho-
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social cont ext. As a pilot investigation, it has revealed some directions for
more refined evaluation of possible factors that enter into this kind of work .
Clearly we are confronting areas of the greatest significance to each individual human. What we have presented and discussed is an initia l effort to
undertake research within the framework of a theory that may permit a heuris tic approach to th is sensi tive realm.
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THE NQIIACCOI..NfAB! LI TY
OF lE~!NAL CARE
ANSELM L, STRAUSS , BARNEY G, GLASER AND JEANNE C, QUI NT

Ideally , hospitals are where the sick go to be cured, or at least helped.
Realistically, they may be helped only to the extent that the downward course
of the disease is arrested. Also, many patients die in hospitals. Death is a
fact which hospital pe rsonnel are well aware; yet, understandably, th ey prefer not to dwell on it. No doubt some of this avoidance is psychological.
However, hospital policies also profoundly influence how personnel respond
to t erminal patients.
In this article we shall suggest how the conditions and arrangements of
hospital s tructure bring about certain consequences, both negative and positive for termina l patie nts and for the personnel who work around them . We
shall also consider the balanc e of those consequences and will then suggest
ways to improve terminal care.
I

HOSPITAL CHARACTERISTICS

Among th e most prominent characteristics of hospita l struct ure is institutionalized responsibility. By this, we mean that when vari ous personnel carry
out specified medical or nurSing task s, these personnel either are deemed
professionally responsible by tra ining or are accountable to their superiors
fo r th eir actions. Manyof th ei r actions are guided by rules, both institutional
o r legal.
Those s tand ard features of hosp itals have often been commented upon, but
anot he r less noted but no less characteristic feat ur e is the considerable freedom of action allowed nursing and medical personnel. They are allowed this
freedom firs t of a ll , because they are trained profes&ionals and presu me d to
know what t hey are dOing . For exa mple. although personnel must report back
by word or in writi ng what procedures have been carried out, they need not
necesbarily report how th ose procedures we re carried out. Furthe rm ore, rules
and accountability to superiors ca nnot possible cover all conti ngencies o f
nursing and medical operation--many actions are not governed b y explicit

Reprinted from HOSPITALS, Volume 38, (January, 1964) , by
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rules. Besides, on some services, certain hospita,l rules are more honored
in the breach than anything.
In some hospitals, both e xten si ve ne ss of rules and laxity of rules is tolerated in the belief that care of the patient calls for a minimum of hard-andfast rules and a maximum of innovation. Also in many hospitals, the multiplicity of medical purpose and theory, as well as personal investment, are
recognized. Too rigid a set of rules would only cause turmoil and affect the
hospital ' s over-all efficiency.
Besides the more obvious rules, and professional responsibility, and accountability to superiors, nurses and physicians are allowed much freedom.
This means that hospitals allow nurses and physicians considerable individual judgment and permit them many types of informal arrangements and understandings without which the hospi~al simply could not function. 1, 2
ACTIONS NOT REPORTED

Let us now turn to a more detailed examination of nursing and medical actions not always reported back to superiors. We have already noted that the
assumption of professional competence leads to far less scrutiny of how procedu res are carried out than that they are carried out . How procedures are
carried out includes not only technical skill but also whether social and psychological sensitivity was employed. How the patient was treated psychologically is far less likely to be reported to superiors for two reasons- - first.
the emphasis in hospitals and schools of medicine and nursing is upon the
physical aspects of care rather than social and psychological; second, the
latter aspects are much less associated with technical skills than with personality. character, intuition, and common sense. Nurses and physicians
are assumed to have these characteristics "in them" by nature . With respect
to the social and psychological aspects of patient care, these two reasons
contribute a great deal to what may be called nonaccountability (not reporting
actions to superiors.)
ACTION WITH TERMINAL PATIENTS

Before exploring further the details of nonaccountability, it will be useful
to d i scuss termina l patients. emphasizing aspects of medical and nursing
action for which personnel tend either to be institutionally responsible or rel atively nonaccount able. For example, terminal patients must be properly diagnosed and treated by the phy.sician and competent ly cared for by the nurses .
Everything must be done to keep patients reasonable free from physical pain.
Physicians must make the decisions whether or not to tell patients of the ir
impending death. Families mus t be notified when death is near. PhysiCians
must pronounce the patient dead, and they must announce this fact to the family. Nurses are responsible for postmortem procedures until the body is
transferred from their jurisdiction . These actions are all delegated, carried
out, and reported upon. Personnel are accountable institutionally and sometimes legally for getting these things done .
Personnel are not nearly so accountable for how they do these th i ngs. I n
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fact, little professional trai ning is given for many actions . For example,
medical students are usually not taught how to announce death to relatives.

They are not taught howtD tell the patient either, although they quickly l earn
th e dangers o f telling certa in patients . Nurses are t augh t how to give e xc ellent physical care , bu t th e y are not taught many of the details of working
around dying patients. "Working around " in this instance includes the delicate psychological interplay which inevitably occurs between a terminal patient and t he nurse.

As mentioned above the nurse ordoctor usually is not held accountable for
the " human " side of patient care.

But before judgment is passed on whether

or not such nonaccountability is "good" or "bad" (it might be either or both),
it is necessary to understand that the personnel are engaging in many nonaccountable or little-accountable actions.
INVISIBLE ACTION

During any given shift, personnel engage in many" invisible" actions (those
actions not reported or observed by other personnel). A system of invisible
actions exists when a group of personnel care for a patient but don 't report
their actions. Obviously, the invisible system does not fall under institutional jurisdiction as does care which follOWS through from the main deck.
(A good example of this is when two aides decide to handle a patient in a certain way but do not tell the head nurse.)
More important is what might be termed ad hoc accountability. With many
terminal patients, there evolves a great dea 1 of institutionalized activity which
includes both the what and the howas well as both the medical and the psychological. A patient may become a vexing problem, and the entire staff may
talk over ways of "working with" him. Into the staff's deliberations may enter much shrewdness and experience with similar patients. When this happens, what was" invisible" action becomes part of the ward's organized effort.
When the patient dies or leaves the ward, this systematic effort ends . We
term as ad hoc this temporary organization and accountability of effort because
it arises around specific patie nt s. Probably most on-th e-job teaching about
how to work with terminal patients, especially for the nursing personnel, occurs during this orga ni zational period. Presumably, what is taught carries
over both into individual actions and collective effort. Whether the teaching
is much above the common sense level is another question .
A hospital or nursing administrator who prizes responsibility and orderliness might be tempted to wish for more accountability in th e care of terminal
patients. But then he must conSider two points. First, nonaccountab i lity has
both positive and negative functions in termina l c are, thus improving the "qua lity " of nonaccountable care given the patient.
LEGAL-PROFESSIONAL RESPONS IBILITIES

To counter the notion that nonaccountability might have solely negative
effect s, we must conside r the difficult situation of the hospitalized patient
whose life can often be extended only by medica tion, machinery, and meti-
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cu l ous nursing care. Legal and professional respo nsi bi lity for prolonging life
lies with the physician (unle ss that decision has been delegated finally to the
patient's fam il y) . If strict accountability is maintained, then several possibi lities fo r mercifully shorte ning life would be minimized.
Currently, c ertain negotiations or "agreements" are possible . The relatives may request, even beg, the physician not to prolong life" senseless ly."
He himself may begin this negotia ti on with them. Also, nurses indirectly and
d irectl y approach phys icians about such patients. The nursing personnel who
must tend these patien ts are under special strain wh e n they believe that the
prolonging of life is se ns e less. We hav e seen ad hoc acti on by nurses when
they begged a physicia n not to give additional medication t o a patient th ey
be lieve ought to be allowed to die without furth er med i cal intelVenti on .
ANNOUNCING DEATH

In "the handling of fami lies," where nonaccountability seems alternative ly
t o hav e negative o r positive c onseque nces, fir st, let us consider the announce ment of death to next of kin. This situation has great pot e ntiality both fo r
maximizing trauma and for c rea ting " sce nes " o n the ward. Neithe r physicians
nor nurses are espec ially trained t o make such announcements o r to handle
thes e sce nes . Consequently, they develop ways for s tay ing "above" the situation. The physician may make his announcement in any way that seems
sens i ble t o him. Some tim es his tactic i s th o ughtless, even bruta lly insens itive. One possible co nseq uence for th e hos pital (a s id e fr om co nseq ue nce s
for the family) is fu ture anger against the hospital. Anoth e r is that the family
member may create a g rieving scene. If the latter occurs, then nurses bear
the brunt of the physician ' s mismanagem e nt. But nurses and physi c ians usually develop routine tacti cs t o minimi ze the e ffects of any annou ncem ent s o n
b y s tander s, on thems elves , and o n th e ward ' s wo rk . The h ea d nurse stands
ready with a sedative to calm the mourner, who if need be i s spirited quickly away. Be fore the announce ment is made al so, quick informal arrangements
are sometimes made among a resident and head nurse about h o w to ha ndle the
potential scene .
Such trauma and scenes are greatly minimixed, of course, if the relatives
expect the patient ' s death. Another situation which involves the family and
its awarene ss can be obselVed daily o n i nten s iv e care units. Cl ose relatives
are perm itted t o visit briefly with the patient at stated hour s . Fre quent ly,
t hey are exceed i ngly anxious about whether the patient i s getting better o r
worse . A typical situation i s one in wh i ch the relatives ask th e nurse a series of questions, and she ans we rs them in a fashion that seems sensible t o
her. This conversation mayor may not be ove rheard and is not likely to be
reported to t he head nurse except by a charac teriz i ng phrase or two ("they
were t erribly anxious" or "I told them very little") . This type of nonacco untability needs little comment; it takes little i magination to see that sometimes
the i mpact of the nurse' s answe rs can be "good" or " bad " for the family members .
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PATIENT AWARENES S

A few re marks about the patient' s awareness or lack o f awareness should
quickly underline, also the variable conseq uences of nonaccountability .
When a pa tient i s comatose no problem of patie nt awareness arises. If the
patient is fully aware but the physi ci an chooses not to tell him of his i mpending death, then the nur sing staff tends to avoid any conver sation regarding death. They also guard against giving the patient cues to h i s true condition. If the physician's appraisal of the patient is accurate--that if the patient knew his condition, he would fall apart"--then the nurses interaction
is beneficial to the patient. One negative consequence of this action is that
the patient could finish his business affairs diffe rently if the nurses, if ever
so subt l y, were to disclose his fate to him.
A much more difficult situation exists when the patient suspects his condition but everyone avoids mentioning it. The patient then "tests" the staff.
Again the nurses bear the brunt of the action because many patients dare not
directly confront the physician. The nurses walk on "conversational eggs"
at this point. Some do it gracefully; others do not . Nurses tend not only t o
avoid certain conversational topics but toavoid the patient himself. Because
it is not easy to thoroughly guard against disclosure, patients are likely to
read the nurses' cues accurately. Physicians and nurses commonly agree that
if a patient reads the cues accurately, so much the better.
More than one
patient has been fed subtle cues, wittingly and unwittingly, while the staff
hopes that the patient has "caught on," even though he gives no sign. But
there can be negative consequences also. For example, the patient may give
up literally and turn his face to the wall, never establishing with the nursing
personnel a common ground of t r ustful talk.
I

I

II

I

IMPROVING TERMINAL CARE
If it is true that positive and negative effects flow from nonaccountable
staff action, then administrators conceivably might either wash their hands
of the matterentirely--Ieaving things as they now are--or they might scrutinize the whole situation, as king what can be done to improve it. We would
strongly urge the latter alternative,
Let us consider some possible ways to improve terminal care. One is to
insist upon more accountability, Quite aside from whether more accountability
is desirable, it is questionable whether it can be easily acquired.
Merely
urging personnel to make their actions more accountable or reportable will
hardly bring about more accountability. It is predictable that some supervisors and head nurses will not wish to open Pandora's box, will not wish to
talk too openly about this difficult area of hospital life. Furthermore, tightened accountability is not easy to obtain because of the very nature of the
hospital.
WHAT NEEDS ACCOUNTING?

More important, if stricter accountability is insisted upon, what precise-
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ly is to be demanded? There are no ready prescriptions for accountable action
concerning terminal patients outside of the more familiar medical-nursing
realms. Therefore, the staff is likely to fall back upon older, mOfe reliable
ways. Unquestionably, a good deal of teaching and retraining will have to

accompany demands for increased accountability.
Moreover, entire sets of new positions and relationships will be needed.
A recent article which discusses a new style of pediatric ward at the City of
Hope reflects this point: mothers were used in the ward as workers . Consequently, the nurses required special counseling in meeting the new problems
that arose in working with grieving mothers . 3 Graduate students at the University of California school of nursing have been forced to manage new kinds
of relatio nships when they have worked intensively with terminal patients under the careful scrutiny of psychologically oriented teachers . Although these
teachers were sympathetic and knowledgeable, they themselves could not possibly foresee most of the difficult relationships which would arise fo r their
students. Neither could they foresee most roles the students wo uld have to
play when dealing with the patients and their families, the physicians, and
staff nurses. In requiring the student nurses to be considerably mo re accountable for the social and psychological aspects of nursing care, the t e achers
thrust their charges into new and sometimes terrifying te rrain; terrifying because the stud e nts might need to d o and say things that conflicted with their
previous nursing training and routines. These instances suggest that changes
toward increased accountability made on ordinary hospital services are likely
to call for new positions and relationships among the staff.
In some hospitals, accountability concerning terminal care varies in prominence. Presumably, the more prominent it is, the more ca refully evaluated
are the consequences . Undoubtedly, the experience o f pers o nnel on such services can be useful to others . Perhaps what is needed is a conference that
would bring together persons who have had such experiences, in order to explore what accountable actions can lead to more favorable terminal care.

A SERIES OF TACTICS
Reliance should be placed upon the present structure of the hospital as now
constituted. That is, hospitals should assume the inevitability and desi reability of considerable nonaccountability, but should attempt to improve the
nonaccountable action. To this end, we wou ld suggest a series of tactics.
An inventive reader can easily add to the list.
Because death is a fact of hospital life, personne l should be asked to face
that fact directly. They can be told that one of their tasks is to help people
die, and die gracefully. The whole tenor of p ro fessio nal training and of hos pital i magery is to emphasize that people get better through the efforts o f hos pital personnel. A good way to start refocusing the nonaccountable efforts of
personnel might be a workshop about death and dying. From ou r own experiences, we know that such workshops draw in te rested and troubled audiences.
Such workshops can be followed up, if the administrative staff has the will
to do so, with inservice courses and training session s at which personnel can
at least ai r and ta l k openl y together about their problems and usual tactics.
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a head nurse might initiate open discussion
of ways to handle the dying patient. Ward meetings can--and indeed do- -provide opportuniti es for such staff conversation, and the building of ad hoc accountability. Conceivably, the personnel--including home physicians- - might
be taug h t greater ps ych ologica 1 sens itivity or at lea st empathy through th e use
of devices such as role playing, beginning perhaps with the problem of families and working towa rd the more delicate area of patients ' problems . Perhaps even the residents and interns should be brought into this inservice program because their experience with terminal patients is usually limited. Personnel may a l so profit from the advice of the chaplains in dealing with the
dying pa tient and his family .
The tenor of our general recommendations rather naturally leads to the inference that students oug ht to be taught more about the psychological and social aspects of terminal care in schools of medicine and nursing . Probably
the schools will move somewhat in that direction, however slowly , because
of the increasing chronicity of disease and national longevity, along with interest in the psychological and social aspects of death. But the responsibility for improving patient care practices among nonprofessional personnel
rests with the hospital administration. It is for th is reas o n that we have recommended some inservice experimentation, cautioning only that such ex perimentation may result in hospital and nursing administrators feeling that
they are playing with fire. The rewards are that in any case, conscience and
effic iency eventually will require more focus on these problems of terminality.
I

I
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QlfSTI rns APDJT
TIE "INEVITABlf-IIAl1J ORIENTATICN"
S(}£

GLENN M, VERNON

Although death is essentially a taboo topi c in the American society, and
a neg lected area of sociological research, a transition appears to be underway,l Discussions of death in academic circles and in programs of professional meetings, sociological and otherwise. are more frequent than in the
past. Interest in the social aspects of death being evidenced by sociologists will most like ly increase. The SOCiological study of death may be facilitated by an a nalysis of one particular type of interpretation th ereof which
seems to be endorsed by ma ny (not necessarily only sociolog i sts) of those
concerned. For purposes of this article, this interpretation or emphasis will
be ca lle d the "inevita ble- death orie ntation ."
Perception and/or interpre tation of anything is always selective. Any perception takes into account one set of characteristics while ignoring another.
That which we perceive and the manner in which we do so reflects past experiences, the value de finitions involved, and many oth er factors. Many
different interpretations of anything, including death, are possible. The ineVitable-death orientation, then, i s only one way of viewing death. There
are many others. However, since thi s orientation seems to be a widely-endors ed interpretation, attention here will be focused upon it.
This interpretation includes key co nc epts such as "inevitable," " neces sary," " natural," " basic ," and "real." The value definition explicitly or
implicitly associated with these concepts is that de ath, since it has these
characteristics, i s "very important", of "supreme" importance, is the "perfect symbol ," and inc orporates the "true " meaning of life. This orientation
is contra sted with other inte rpretations characterized by words such as " di s torted," "d istinguished, " "euphemistic" and involving "psychic annulment ."
The fo cal point of t h i s orientation, apparently taking its cue from the fact that
1. See for instance, William A. Faunce and Robert L. Fult on, "The Sociology of Death: A Ne glected Area of Research," SOCial Forces, XXXVI (March

1958) 205-209; Herman Feifel, Ed .• Th e Meaning of Death, New York: McGraw- Hill Book Co., 1959; Robert Fulton. Ed .. Death and Identity. New York:
John Wiley & Son s, Inc., 19 65; Barney G. Glaser and Anselm L. Strauss, Aware ne ss of Dying, Chicago: Ald ine Publishing Co. , 1965; Barney G. Glaser and
Anselm L. Strauss, Time for Dying, Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co., 1968;
Geoffrey Gorer, Death, Grief, and Mourning, Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday
& Co., Inc., 1965; David Sudnow , Passing On: The Social Organization of
Dying. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1967; and John Hinton, Dying,
Baltimore, Maryland: Penguin Books, 1967. Th e fact that th e inaugura l issue
of Sociological Symposium is devoted to the area is indicative of the trend .
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death appears to be the phys ical end of every living being , is that death is
inevitab le or naturaL with the corollary premise that many modern interpre tations deny the inevitability or naturalness of death or dy ing and thereby introduce distortion with which man is forced to cope. Problems ass oc iated with
death are then inte rpreted as being related primarily to this d i stortion.
Th i s orienta tion i s incorporated 1n the writings of the individuals quote d
below . Some more clearly than others endor se the position, but there does
seem to be a common theme fun ning through this material. The limited quotations obviously do not represent the complete perspective of any of these
individuals.
Freud. 2 Freud was one of the ea rly writers to explicitly state th i s orientation. 1n1918 and 1925 he pOi nted out that modern man tends t o explain death
(or to justify dea th) by use of terms such as " mischance." Death is seen by
mode rn man, h e says, as be ing caused by disease , infection , fortuity and
advanced age. The necessity of dea t h, he suggests , is the reby ignored o r
denied. Death is seen as be i ng caused by mere accident. Freud further suggested that illness and death may be interpre ted not just as bad fortune , or
as caused by factors beyond the control of the individual, but in an age when
man himself controls many aspect s of his behavior, death implies overtones
of personal failure and loss of prestige and even identity. Fear of dea th under
these conditions is not so much a fear of judgment, as it is a fear of the infring eme nt on the right to life, liberty and pursuit of happiness.
Flugel , 3 writing in 1940 , s pea ks of Freud ' s interpret a tions a s follows :
W riting 25 yea rs ago, during the last grea t war, Freud in his memorable essay, Th oughts for the Times on War and Death, warned
us with charact eristic realism that in this matter as in others with
which he had previously dealt, we we re tend ing t o live psychologica lly beyond our mea ns, and that it might be well for us to
realize more fully the true nature of o ur attitude towards dea t h - an attitude that we are only too wi lling to d istort or suppress to
save our own or others feelings.
With t echniques such as t hese we cope with death by disguis ing it and
pretending that it is not a basic condition of all life. We "exi st " " c eas e"
become "d.rfunct", "demised", or "" pass on", but we rarely die.
Feife l.
Writing in 1963 , Feifel suggest ed that t o deny or ignore oncoming dea th i s t o distort life' s patte rn. Death i s a constitutive part, rathe r than
t he mere end of life. It is another life experience. Only by integrating the
concept of death int o his Ufe can the individual comp le t ely understand him 2 . S. Freud, Reflecti ons Q!l War and Death , New York: Moffat, Yard and
Co .. 1918;and "Thoughts for the Times on War a nd Death," Collect ed Papers ,
London: Hogarth Press , 1925 , vol. 4 , pp . 288 - 317 .
3 . J. C. Flugel, in Introductio n to S . Anthony, The Child ' s Discovery of
Death , New York: Harcourt Brace and Co., 1940, p. xxi .
4 . Herman Feifel, " Dea th," Chapter 2 in Taboo Topi cs , edited by Norman
L . Farberow, New York : Atherton Press, 1963 .
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5
se lf. Writing with Heller he states: "Indeed, the conception of the uniqueness and singula rity of each one of us gathers full meaning only in realizing
that we must die . And it is in this same encounter with death that each of us
discovers his hunger for immorta lity. "
Bromberg and Schilder. 6 In 1933 these authors suggested that all libidinous
instincts find an intensive expression in the idea of death. All libidinous
roads , they suggest, lead to death and death thus becomes the perfect symbol
of life.
Hartland. 7 In an article in the Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, Hartland refers to death as a "cardinal condition of existence." In his discussion
of beliefs about ' the origin of death he suggests that they all exhibit the universal incredulity of mankind as to the naturalness and necessity of death.
Cappon. 8 This author suggested in 1967, "It takes neither profound thanatology, eschatology, nor even psychodynamics to realize quite phenomenolog ically that a pe r son ' s thoughts on death are, if not quite the most important
thoughts in his life, at least a crucial index of mental health."
Eissler. 9 In 1955 he indicated that the moments of death are the most important in a man's life.
Malinowski. lO In 1948 Malinowski identified death as the supreme and
final crisis of life.
Caprio. ll In his study of 100 adults, Caprio reported that some individuals
indicated an unwillingness to believe the facts of dea th. He called this prac tice "psychic annulment" which he defines as a defense against the "painful
reality of death ."
Simmons.1 2 From his review of death legends from various societies, Simmons in 1945 concluded that the fact of the naturalness of death, eve n fo r the
aged, has not been generally accept ed. Of the 47 tribes on which he could
5. Herman Feifel and Joseph Heller, "Normalcy. Illness, and Death," Proceedings of the Third World Congress of Psych iatry, University of Toronto
Press, n.d . , P. 1252.
6. W. Bromberg and P. Schilder, " Death and Dying: A Comparative Study
of the Attitudes and Mental Reactions Toward Death and Dying," Psychoanalytic
Rev iew, 1933, 20 pp . 133 - 135.
7. E. Sidney Hartland, "Death and Disposa l of the Dead," Encyclopaedia
of Religion and Ethics, PJ, pp. 414-444.
8. Daniel Cappon, "What Some People Say About Death," paper given at
meeting of the American Psychological Association, Sept. 4, 1967. Mimeo graphed, p . 3.
9 . K. R. Eissler, The Psychiatrist and the Dying Patient, New York: International University Press , 1955.
10. Bronislaw Malinowski, Crime and Cus t om in Savage Socie ty. London:
Routledge and Kega n Paul, Ltd. , 1926.
11. F. S. Caprio, "A Study of Some Psychologica l Re actions During Prepubescence t o Death," Psych iatric Quarterly, 1950, vo l. 24, no. 3, pp. 495505.
12. Leo W. Simmons, "Rea ction to Death " in The Role of the Aged in Primitive SOC iety, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1945, pp. 217-244.
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find information, in 17, death was not regarded as natural. In 26 others, the
possibility was only partially admitted, and in only 4 did it appear that death
was frankly recognized as a natural occurrence.
Bowman. 13 Bowman suggests "the failure of city dwellers to become acquainted with the reality of death and the absence of the need to deal active ly with it, result in an attitude of passivity when it does present itself."
Fulton. 14 In 1963 Fulton indicated "1 would say that as never before we
choose to disguise it and pretend in the meanwhile that it is not the basic
condition of life."
Wahl. IS In 1958 Wahl suggested that the "massive extent" to which we
employ magic in handling death is often underestimated by us without a de liberate reflection. "Consider the lengths to which we go. Firstly, the word
death is itself taboo, instead, cumbersome and elaborate euphemisms such as
'passed on' or 'departed' are employed . . . The very word 'perish' has its
origin in the Latin 'to pass through, ' i.e., a denial, even in those days, of
life as tenninative and finite."
To these we might add Shakespeare, who in Henry y, indicates that "We
owe God a death."
A common theme in these statements is that death is inevitable and that
this should be frankly recognized. Not to do so, it is suggested, invites problems . This interpretation is apparently applied to all types of deaths and
to all aspects of dying. No distinction is apparently made between (1) the
inevitable death which will always occur if an individual" lives long enough"
and (2) the actual death which takes place and in which are involved many
social factors. Ana lysis of death - related behavior may be of greater value
to the sociologist if such a distinction is taken into account, and if it is recognized that there is no necessary relationship between these two factors.
There is no reason to question the basic assumption underlying the inevitable-death emphasis that how individuals define something has an influence
upon how they react to it. The discussion here concerns the accuracy of and
the assumed consequences of this interpretation , and raises the question of
why should emphasis be given to the biological rather than the social aspects
of death. Attention will now be turned to an analysis of some of the salient
aspects of the inevitable-death orientation.
Misleading causal interpretations. Discussions of death often involve an
oversimplified interpretation of human behavior. This appears to be true of
the inevitable-death interpretation. One thing which is overlooked is that
there are multiple causes involved in all human behavior. Freud, for instance,
says that when we speak of the accident, the infection,or advanced age as the
cause of death we betray our endeavor to debase death from a necessity toan
13. Leroy Bowman, The American Funeral, Washington, D. C.: Public
Affairs Press, 1959, p. 3.
14. Robert Fulton, The Sacred and the Secular: Attitudes of the American
Public Toward Death, Milwaukee, BuHin, 1963, p. 8.
15. Charles W. Wahl, "The Fear of Death," Bulletin of the Menninger Clinic,
22, pp. 214 - 223, copyright 1958 by The Menninger Foundation, and reprinted
in Robert Fulton , Death and Identity, pp . 56 - 66.
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acc ident. He is implying, a t least, that dea th is not both (1) necessary in that
all human beings die , and (2) that pa rti cular deaths are caused by accident
and disease. There would, in fact, seem to be little necessary relationship
between thes e two factors. The fact that death is inevitable really has noth ing much to do with a particular death ca u sed by an accide nt, except that
death is i nvolved.
There is a linguistic switch involved in Freud's interpretation, the identification of which may sharpen our analysis. He ta lks of the necessity of death
and the cause of death as though these were the same thing. Death, however,
is not caused by "necessity." Saying that death is necessary , in fact, tells
us nothing about what causes death. What happens when a causative interpretation is given to statements about the necessity of death i s that "nece ssity" is in effect reified (and maybe deified) and viewed as the cause of death
behavior. Those who endor se this pOint of view are providing one il lus tra tion of a broade r "need " or a "functiona l requisite" interpretation of behavior,
which provides little scientifically useful insights as to the causes of beha vior. What relationship is there, for instance , between the fact that dea th
i s inevitable for the individual and the fact that he has an acc ident tomorrow
which causes his death? Is there any necessary relationsh i p between those
two factors? Knowing that death is a human necessity or inevitab ility, tells
us practically nothing aboutthe death of any particular- individual except that
it will sooner or later take place. How , when , and why it does eve ntually
take place is a completely different matter. The functional a lterna tiv es are
numerous .
In a parallel manner , knowing that it is natural for human beings to talk ,
or that the normal human being is b iologica lly equipped to spea k, provides us
with no information about how any particular individual will talk , about the
language he will use, or about the social consequences of his speaking.
If we are concerned with cause and effect relationships, we should be able
to a t least identify two separate and identifiable things, one of which exists
prior to the other and is availab le to cause the second . However, in statements about the necessity of death , no empirical causative agent is identified. Those who endorse such a premise should be able to provide an answer
to the request to "tell me how to perce ive this ' necessity ' so that I can check
and see if it causes death . "
Specific dea th s are caused by aC Cidents and illne ss, and each accident and
illness has many other antecedent social causes involved. Further, deaths
caused by a CCident or illness are quite different from deaths caused by factors
associate d with old age. The inevitable- death orientation seems to ignore
this fact. O ther interpretations may not necessarily deny the inevitableness
of death - -they may merely supp lement it , and sensitize us to other dimensions or aspects of the large r configuration of human behavior.
Those who endorse an inevitable- death orientation appear to be critical of
those who see, in certain deaths at least, overtones of personal failure. They
seem to overlook the fact that there may be not only overtones but concrete
evidence of personal failure in deaths such as those re lated to smoking and
lung cancer , contaminated city air, highway construction, and our failure to
keep the peace.

r
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To suggest that death 1s inevitable or natural and leave it at that comp lete ly ignores the factthat dying is every bit as much a social act as it 1s a biological act. Many causative factors of a social nature a re involved in most
if not all deaths.
Thinking in this area might be sharpened if we d is ti nguished between two
different but interrelated phenomena to which we have prev iously briefly re ferred:

A. Death , as an abstract concept, which applies to everyone. The point
of emphasis here is that human beings inevitably die . Nothi ng is specified
as to how death does or will occur.
B . Dying as a specific type of behavior, which invo lves cause and effect
dimensions. Dying 1s individua l and personal. Malinowski has suggested
that it is probably the most personal thing one can do. He, however , suggests the other side of the coin , when he points out that death 1s also very
much social. It is the social nature thereof which is minimized by the i nevitable- death orientation.
The first concept "death" may be involved in broad interpretations of the
meaning of living, and of the social systems which man develops. It may
help provide background or "field" material against which the second (dying)
is interpreted, or against which specific acts of dying are inte rpreted and
which contribute to the understanding of the broad "death concept.
If what is being said oremphasized by the inevitable- death orientation is
thatthe inevitab leness of death is one factor which can be taken into account
in the interpretation of living and of any particular act of dying, there would
be no reason to question this. If what is being said or implied is that this
one factor should be given primary emphasis in any interpretation of the act
of dying , this is another matter, and it is this latter implication which is
questioned here . 16
Analysis of death and dying would be sharpened if some linguistic device
identified to which aspects attention was being given .
Discussions of the inevitableness of death incorporate the premise that
" if I live long enough I will i nevitably die." A question left unanswered he re
is why should one chose to emphasize this aspect of death , when in truth most
people do not live as long as they could have lived if they and others had done
everything possible to maximize their life. Knowledge of the inevitableness
of dying a lso contributes to an awareness that if I jump off a cliff I' ll most
likely d ie , but again there is the question of why emphasize the inevitableness of death to the exclusion of , or above the social factors involved in
II

16. Those accepting the inevitable- death orientation imply that other orientations deny the rea lity of dea t h. Howe ve r, when the above dist i nction is made
(between death as anabstract concept and dying as an actual event) one might
question just who it is that is denying reality. If we want to carry our thinking to the logical conclUSion, taking into account the fact that social factors
influence the time, place and method of all dying, a question could be raised
by t he reality of the inevitable death which never occurs. It seems to be a
hypothetical possibility which is rarely or never actualized. The" inevitable"
death is usually denied by the actual death.
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jumping from the cliff. The inevitableness of death is a ppa rently some th ing
about which the individual and/or society ca n do nothing. The social fa ctors
involved in dy ing are something about which much can be done.
Meaning. One of the premises included in the natural-death orientation
i s , as Jung has put it, that "the meaning of life is dea t h ." Bromberg and
Schilde r say tha t death is the perfect symbol of life, and Hartland states that
death i s a ca rd ina l condition of existe nce.
These conclusions seem to rest upon the apparently unstated assumption
tha t there is (or maybe should be) ~ , or at least one ca rdinal, major or perfect meaning to life. Fulton, for instance, says tha t death is "the", not "a"
bas ic condition of life. In doing so , they ignore the multidimensionality of
the meaning of anyth ing. While there is certainly no reason to doubt the conclusion that living beings from the moment of life are moving toward death,
it does not follow that individuals were created or that they live just to die,
or that what happens between birth and death is devoid of meaning. Dying
or death per se may, in fac t, be of only minor importance in the meaning which
life has for individuals at any particular time. Puberty, like death, is inevitable and necessary for the survival of the group, but it likewise is not nec essa rily "the cardinal" condition of life.
If "death is a cardinal condition of existence ", existence of life is the
cardinal condition of death. Apparently either aspect can be emphasized, and
the question of concern he re is why emphasize the "death aspect of living"
ra th e r than the "living aspect of death?"
Ma linowski labels death as the supreme and final c risis of life . It is
doubtfu l if many would argue about the final aspect. Many arguments , however, can be advanced about the "supreme" and the "crisis" aspect s. Death
mayor may not be either or both of these. The re is enough research evidence,
limited as it is, to challenge such a conclusion . 17 Such ev idence indicates
that particularly for the aged individual in the American society , but most
likely for most individuals, death ordying per se is not feared nearly so much
as the possibility of living in an incapacitated or deteriorated or an inh uman
or degrading cond ition . In such conditions death may so lve the problem or
crisis rathe r than be the c ri s is. Furth e r as Rose nbe rg1 8 a nd Lee l9 have pointed out, for most individuals at least there are certain cond itio ns or certain
type s of behavior wh ich are considered to be worse than death. Living under
th ese taboo conditions may be a greater c ris i s than dying.
As Spilka 20 has painted out, " Despit e the effort s of many noted theorists
17. See for instance , Avery D. Weisma n and Th omas P. Hackett, "Denial
as a Socia l Act" in Sidney Levin and Ralph J. Kahana , eds. Psychodynamic
Studies of Aging, New York : Internationa l Universities Press , Inc., 1967.
18. Bernard Rosenberg, et aI. , Mass Society in Crisis, New York: The
Macmillan Co., 1964, p. 159.
19. Dorothy Lee, Freedom and Culture Englewood Cliffs, N . J.: Prentice -Hall, Inc., 19 59, p. 72 where she says "I know o f no culture where hu man phys ica l s urviva l has been shown, rather than unquestioning ly assumed
by social sC ie ntists, to be the ultimate goal. "
20. Bernard Spilka, "Death a nd Cultural Values: A Theory and a Re sea rch
I
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such as Caprio , 1950, Freud , 1957 , Klein , 1948 , Tillich , 1952 and Zilboorg ,
1943, research continues to yield a surprising variability among persons as
to their outlooks on death and dying . "
The natural- death orienta tion suggests that we cope with death by disguising it and pretending tha t it is not a bas i c condition of all life. Just what ,
however, is being s a i d or may be implied when we ta lk about "a basic condition of a U life. " Let ' s grant that death is a basic condition of alllife -basic in the fact that a ll living beings eve ntually die. Knowing or recognizing this, however , tells us nothing about what one does (or is supposed to
do) about this basic condition . There a re any number of different plans of
actions which can be re la t ed t o awareness of this "basic fact ," and any
accepted p lans of action stem from the social experiences I not any bio logi cal aspects , of th ose inv o lved. The inevitable-death orientation seems to be
implying that each individual shou l d constantly be repeating to himself "I 'm
gOing to die eve ntua lly," or maybe t hat individuals "naturally " know what to
do about a "natural" cond ition. Such an implication i s quite contrary to a
s ociol ogica l interpretation o f behav i or. It implies that since d y i ng i s a uni versal biologica l characteristi c , there should be some universal reaction
thereto or a universal de fin it ion thereof .
If this is not what is implied , we need to be told exactly how it is suggested tha t the fact that dea th i s inevitable should get invo lved in the deci sions peop le make about living. Just what should one do about this fact? It
may be that just recogniz ing the fact and then ignoring it might be the most
effective way of achieving certain goals. This may not be true of all goals ,
however.
Anoth e r question which needs attention in an a nalysis of any of thes e
statements is how words like the following are defined : "perfect" (the perfe ct
symbol of Vfe) , " supreme " (s upreme crisis of life), "full mean" o r " bas ic."
Vrijhof 2 asks "why a fte r all must death and suffering be regarded as the
ul tima t e problem of human life ?" We need to know wha t is included in "the
full meaning" before we ca naccept the s tate ment that such meaning has some
specia l relationship to the fact of death. What actually is so important about
the contribution which awa reness o f death makes to t he meaning of life? Be fore the premise can be accepte d , someo ne ought to s pecify jus t what the
me aning is, a nd why it is so important. Furthe r, if this one factor is so important, one might spec ulate upon the ty pe of life wh i ch would be found
in
a SOCiety which is strong ly death-oriented.
Biological and Social Fa ctor s. The manner in which the ine vitab le - death
orientation de fines or interprets death seems to ignore an impo rtant distinc tion between b iologica l and socia l phenomenon, Le ., that the meaningofany thing is provided by man. It does not reside in t he phenomenon to wh ich th e
meaning is re lated. Mea ning is social not biologica l. Likewise , as far as
motive definitions and va lue definitions are conc e rned , man typically goes far
Program, " d ittoed pa per . p . 1.
21. P. H. Vrijh of, "Wha t is the Sociology of Religion," in Joan Brothers ,
ed., Readings in th e Sociology of Religion, New York: Pergamon Press, 196 7,
pp. 29 - 60 ; quote on page 45 .

,
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beyond the empirical, the biological, the "natural." Using NER symbols (symbols which have no empirical referent) which pennit man to transcend the em pirical world and develop concepts of his own which he, then, takes into account is, in fact, the human (natural or inevitable) thing for man to do. Concepts such as goodness and beauty are of this nature. 22
The natural or inevitable orientation seems to ignore the fact that the human
development of culture inevitably removes decisions as to what the individual
will do from direct determination by biological factors. Man responds to symbols (to the labels he places upon whatever it is to which he, the individual,
responds.) It is important, at least for sociological interpretations of beha vior, to make a sharp distinction between biolog ical conditions or entities per
s e, and what the individual does about any of these. The first is biologically
given, the second is socia lly given. Providing meaning is what the indiVidua l
does as he interacts with others, not what some sub-individual, internal, biological phenomenon does.
The involvement of biological factors in man ' s behavior is, of course, inevitable. However, given his unique bio logical characteristics, the involvement of culture or symbols in man's behavior is likewise equally inevitable.
The behavior of the natural biological being wouldn 't be human if he didn't
learn how to respond to culture or sumbols. The uniqu~ inevitableness of
human behavior is, in fact , in its symbolic nature and in a biological makeup which permits response to symbols, the meaning of which has bee n arbitrarily determined by human beings in inte raction. Obviously, both the natural biological and the "natural" social factors are involve d in soc ial behavior. The inevita ble - death orientation, however, s ee ms to ignore or to play
down the social dimension.
We might ask, then, in response to Flugel ' s statement, in what sense a re
we" living beyond our means psychologically? " Just what is involved in living within our means? Furthe r, Flugel suggests that the inevitable-death interpretation is one "we are only too willing t o distort or s uppre ss to save our
own or others feelings." It would appea r, however , that he is s uggesting an
orientation which serves to support his own "feelings" without being aware
of this fact.
Wahl indicates that we do "not even refer to death as death, but instead
employ cumbersome and elaborate euphemisms such as passed away, or passed
on or departed." The exact manner in which "passed away", "passed on" or
"departed" are more cumbersome to use than " death" is not spelled out.
Further, the consequences of taking the meaning of anything into account
is related to the manner in which the meaning fits into sone larger socio-cu ltural configuration of which it is but one part. No particula r meaning of death
a l ways has the same social consequences. As Blauner 23 has painted ou t,
22 . For further discussions of types of symbol s , see Glenn M . Vernon,
Human Inte ra ction , New York: Ronald Press, 1965, chapter 3 and Glenn M .
Vernon, "Values, Va l ue Definitions and Symbolic Interaction," The Journal of
Value Inquiry, Vol. II, No. I, Spring 1968, pp. 41- 51.
23. Robert Blauner, "Death a nd SOCial Structure," Psychiatry, XXIX {l9 66"
pp . 378-94.
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dying in a Society where most deaths occur among the aged ha s quite different social consequences than dying in a society in which most deaths occur
during middle age or earlier.
The inevitable-death orientation suggests that contra I)' interpretations deny
the inevitable nature of death and carry the implication, at least , that somehow this particular interpretation is better than others, and possibly the implication that such an interpretation cannot or shou ld not be incorporated in
or ~elated to say, a religious or a supernatural interpretation. Without endorSing any religious or supernatura l interpretation of death, it can be pOinted
out that the inevitable-death orientation seems to involve a particular" supernatural" or mystical factor. The "god" involved is nature or biology, which
presumably according to their orientation shou ld be given priority ove r socia l
factors. What is overlooked is that death is biological, to be sure , but as
is true of all biological phenomenon which man takes into account, it is also
much more than biological--it is social as well. As has already been pointed
out, man labels death phenomena and he (the individual--not some sub-individual entity) responds to the label or the symbol, not to the biological facts
of death per se. When the individual dies , he fails to respond to anything,
to be sure . But while he is alive, his decis i ons as to what he will do and
his behavior is response to these decisions are social, not biological in nature.
It might also be pointed out in paSSing that the religious concept of the
"soul" as a causative factor (death occurs when the soul leaves the body) is
no more unreal and/or mysticalthan the concept of a "need" if the concept is
treated as a causative factor involved in behavior .
This article is not a plea that any interpretation of death is equa lly effec tive in the accomplishment of certain goals. Research which relates particu lar interpretations t o other behavior is needed. It may be that an inevi table- death interpretation is the most effective way to achieve certain goa ls.
There would seem to be merit, however, in asking that the point be demon strated rather than just stated as an article of faith. Neither is it suggested
that sociologists (or anyone else for that matter) should ignore the facts of
death. The concern here has been with the manner in which death is in fact
taken into account. Death and dying are real factors which are involved in
human interaction. They should be studied extenSively. Research by Feifel
and others has indicated that with dying patients, there may be advantages
to facing the fact that death is approaching and talking frankly and freely
about it. It is important to know the consequences of refusing to face an apparently impending death. It is suggested, however, that the consequences
of not faCing the death may have as much to do with the social interaction
system in which the dying individual is involved as with the inevitableness
of his death . It might be more fruitful to emphasize the inevitable social nature of the meaning of biological factors and the socia l nature of death -related behavior rather thanthe inevitable biological characteristics of the phenomenon given meaning which are woven into social systems. Either aspect can
be distorted, to use Feifel ' s term. Caprio suggested that through "psychic
annulment " some ignore the inevitableness of death . The same process may
be involved in denying the inevitable socialness of death -related behavior.
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S imons concluded that 17 of the 47 societies he studied do not regard death
as natural. It follows then that 30 apparently do not emphas ize the social
nature of dying. I s the process of "psychic annu lm ent " involved in both types
of emphasis?
One ' s thoughts of death may be a c ruc ial index of mental health , and with out doubt problems arise from the failure to recog nize and acce pt the i nevitableness of death. It may be, however , th at fa ilure to recognize the social
nature of death is equally productive of problems, and it jus t could be that
a heavy emphasis upo n the inevitableness of death is one of the many factors
involve d. No claim is made here that answe rs to the questions be i ng raised
are currently known. What is being advocated is that we ask th e questions
so that a search for the answers may be stimulated.
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Bowman , Leroy. The American Funeral : A Way of Death (Revised edition).
New York : Pape rback Libra ry, I nc . , 1964. Pp.176 .
In recent years many sociologists and other social scientists have shown
an increasing interest in the study of death as a social phenomenon.
This book is d iv ided into four parts. Part I describes the happenings at
the funeral in the sequence in which they occur. Group behavior at funeral
gatherings is examined, and the economic and social forces (influencing the
actions of i nd ividuals) a l so are discussed . Part II deals with the interplay
between the undertaker and the community in which he lives. It shows the
responsiveness of the undertaker to the influence of the customer, the minister, the priest, the social worker, the physician, and the representatives of
other community interests . Illustrations are made to show why and how the
funeral "industry" struggles to have itself looked upon as professional rather
than commercial. In the author ' s opinion, although the funeral business is
ably led and very effectively organized, funeral directing is not a profession.
Part III represents an effort to assess the status of the funera l in present
day society and to discover in what aspects it has lost or gained meaning for
the participants. The needs of bereaved persons caused by the loss of an
inti mate associate , and the degree to which the funeral serves the "deeper"
needs of these individuals , are also described . Emphasis is placed on the
impact of the funeral ' s functions upon the community (e.g., the strengthening
of the sense of community solidarity. ) Then the discussion turns to the efforts
of bringing the conduct of funerals under socia l control, mainly because of
the high cost of funerals throughout the country. A suggestion has been made
tha t a limit ed dividend corporation , headed by a philanthropic citizen, be
fonned to market funerals and funeral paraphernalia at prices within the reach
of the majority of the population. As one might expect, private profit undertakers ' lobbies usually create difficulties fo r the establishment of the nonprofit groups. This leads us to the fourth part of the book , where the author
pr oposes changes in the conduct of funerals and the "evils" connected with
them. The reason given for these changes is that " thousands of families have
suffered deprivation because of the unnecessary , unproductive, and unwise
expenditures t hey hav e made in a "pitiful" effort to gain an "illusory" status
for their dead and themselves .
Although Bowman was striving to mainta i n objectivity, value statements
can be seen here and the re in his book , especia lly in Part IV . He demonstra t es very little sympathy for undertakers in the United States. Moreover,
repetit ion of the major findings (e . g" effect of the funeral bUS i ness on fami ly life ) is also evident. Furthermore , there is perhaps little in this volume
tha t socia l scientists do not already know. It seems that the volume is written for readers with very little methodological background. According to the
author, his study involved "hundreds of interviews with undertake rs, membe rs
of the bereaved families , c lergymen, phYSicians , nurses , social workers , and
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government officials. " However, we are not told how many "hundreds", and
how many of each group, were interviewed; nor are we informed of the criteria
used for selecting these "hundreds." What puzzles th is reviewer is the author's claim that the study also involved "interpretation and tabulation of 400
responses to a questionnaire." The reviewer could find no clear evidence of
the "tabulation", let alone the criteria used fo r the selection of this sam ple.
The reviewer is aware of the shortcomings of questionnaires in thi s kind of
study (i.e. , shortcomings that might impairgeneralizing the findings). Hence,
we do not find in this book any serious attempt to formul ate or t est theory.
This compact volume could be more valuable if the description and the analysis were tied int o some theoretical framework .
The conspicuous feature of Bowman ' s book is its wide coverage. Specifically, he demonstrates a great ability in analyzing "The Undertake r's Role
in the Community " (Ch. 7). Altogeth e r, this is a provocative and challenging study , written in a highly readable fashion.
Fuad Baali
Western Kentucky University

Fulton, Robert, ed . Death §. Identity.
1965 . Pp.xi , 415 .

New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. ,

This book is a collection of twenty- eight readings by forty - one authors
(some of the se lections jointly written) on recent and pertinent re sea rch about
attitudes and reactions toward death in the United States. A prinCipal, but
interesting, exception is "The Day of the Dead" by Oc tavia Paz taken from
his .Ihe Labyrinth of Solitude: Life a nd Thought i n Mexic o . Another exception is the selection written by the anthropologist David G. Mandelbaum ,
whose "Socia l Uses of Funeral Rites" originally appeared in The Meaning of
Death, He rman Feifel , ed. Dr. Mandelbaum describes funeral and commem orative ce remonies among certain ethnic groups in a variety of cultures i ncluding th ree American I ndian societies in the United States.
Because this vol ume is devoted to attitudes and reactions, it is not at all
surpris i ng that ten of the contributors are psychologists (seeming ly clinical
psychologists ) and fifteen a re psychiatrists, if we are to judge at all from the
positions and deg rees he ld in the list of contributors. This represents about
85% of a ll cited . (It hardly seems necessary in this short review to ana lyze
the disciplines of the jointly- authored selections.)
As a ma tte r of fact, this vol ume is of considerable value to the sociologist
in prov id i ng some inSight on how other behaVioral scientists go about examining and reporting on attitudes, particularly in an area of socia l concern until
recently somewhat foreign to sociology. This is not to say that SOCiologists
avoid inquiry into attitudes; far from it. Witness the editor's own contribution, "The Sacred and the Secular: Attitudes of the American Public Toward
Death, Funerals, and Funeral Directors . "
The editor of this collection of read i ng s has provided for the reader a well
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organized classification of articles under four headings: Theoretical discussions on death; Attitudes and responses toward death; Grief and mourning : the
reaction to death; and Ceremony, the self, and society. For each part he has
provided a brief introduction, as he says" . . . to put into perspective each section as well as to explicate their several parts." In addition , he has provided a rather extensive bibliography , usefu l to student and serious scholar
alike . This is indeed a he l pful addendum.
Curious ly, to note in passing, nowhere in Death Ii. Identity could there be
found any definition of death .
Edward E. DiBella
Western Kentucky University

Glaser, Barney G., and Anse l m L . Strauss . Awareness of Dying.
Aldine Publishing Company , 1965 . Pp. 293 .

Chicago:

This intensive field study of six hospitals in metropolitan San FranCisco
presents a unique prob lem relevant to the social aspects of dying . The primary concern of authors Glaser and Strauss is the effect of the patient ' s aware ness of dying on the behavior of his family and relatives and the hospital
staff.
Awa reness is categorized as follows: (1) closed awareness in which the
patient ' s terminal condition is unknown to the patient but known to the fami ly and hospital staff, (2) suspected awareness , (3) mutual- pretense awareness in which the terminal condition is known by everyone involved. The ca tegories seNe as an analytical tool to determine the degree of awareness and
its effect upon the interactional process . The substance of the analysis focuses upon the dynamic character of the interaction that obtains among the
part iCipant s of this social system.
In addit ion to the sociologist and the hospital professiona l, this study
should be of interest to the lay person . Myt hs and taboos long associated
with the process of dying suffer from critical exposure. This book prepa res
the serious lay reader to play an effective and responsible role in his asso cia ti on with a termina l patient.
James K. Miller
Western Kentucky University

Gorer, Geoffrey, Dea t h, Grief, and Mourning. New York : Doubleday & Com pany , 1965 . Pp . xxxi v , 205 .
The title of the book aptly descri bes the contents of this short book (205
pages including 4 appendices, bibliography , and index of informants .) In
this study, Gorer is " . .. attempt ing to identify the sociological and cultural
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implicat ions of a situation-- bereavement-- wh i c h is customarily t re,i'l ted as
exclus ively or predominantly private and psycholog ica l. " The data a nd i llu s trations are exc l usively British, but Gorer believes that the main t heme of t he
book applies to the United Ki ngdom and the United States as we lL The ma in
theme i s both socia l denia l a nd individual repudiation of mourning I wh i ch i s
in contras t t o the vast majority of other societies a round t he world wh i c h have
both priv a t e and public mourning to help the indiv idual overcome h is g rie f.
Gorer based his study on a sample of L 628 peop le of both sex es , of a ll
ages over 16 , coming from every social class and every region of Brita i n .
After having been asked several questions concerning whethe r they had attended a funeral or cremation, leng t h of time since att end ing such a serv ice, et c .,
a sample of 359 people rema i ned. These people we re given a question na ire
to answe r , and 80 'of thes e were i nterviewed at conside rable length . Gorer
explains how he se lected the se 80 informants in Appendix 2.
The ma te ria l Gorer prese nt s demonstrates that the majority of British people are without adequate guidance as to how to treat dea th and bereavement
and are without social help i n living through and coming to te rms with the
grief and mourning. Only a minority of people get some assistance and comfort through their beliefs in religion and the ritual provided. Gorer says tha t
there seems to be three s tages which most adult mourners go through : (l) a
short period of shock, usua lly lasting from the occurrence of death to the dis posa l of the body; (2 ) a period o f intense mourning accompanied by the wit h drawal of much a ttention a nd a ffec t from the external world and by physiologica l changes such as disturbed sleep; and (3) a fina l period of reestab li shed
physica l homeostasis. On ly the first period is given social recognition. Mourners are not given support or guidance for the second , the intense period of
mourning . In fact , after a fune ra L there is to be a denial of mourning .
However, Gorer does not s t op here. Rather he proceeds to link this denial
of mourning with a numbe r of other social phenomena which are present in the
world today, such as a g reat increase in public callousness, irrationa l pre occupati on with death, and the increase in vanda li sm. It is perhaps easy for
one to see the connection betwe en denia l of mourning and irrational preoccupation with death , but to ex plai n v andalism sole ly in te rms of this denia l seems
to be carrying one ' s conc lusion s a bit too far . However, if one accepts psychoanalytic theory, as Gorer apparently does, I guess one could say that Gorer
is correct.
With the exception of the small point I have ra ised above, I agree with
Gorer ' s conclusions, and I should urge all inte rested in the sociology of death
to read this book.

Richard H . Furlow
Western Kentuck y Un ive r s ity

Habens tein, Robert W., and William M. Lamers. The History of American Fune ral Directing . Milwaukee : Bulfin Printers, Incorporated, 1955 .
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The aut hors have assemb led a complete chrono logical development of th e
d i sposition of the corpse fr om ancient Egypt to mid-twentieth century America.
The pages are full of detailed des c ription of th e practices used by Egyptian s ,
Greeks, Romans, Hebrews, Christians and Northern Europeans. It is furth e r
documented with citations and references at the end of each chapter. In addi tion , it is well illustrated with figures and plates . It is an excellent source
book on funeral practices .
It is impossible to do justice, in a few words to this work presented on
600 pages without at leastgiving an impress ion of its scope. Habenstein and
Lamers stick to practices of funeral directing throughout their book for which
they must be complime nted, fo r t he temptation to digress must have been great.
Burial practices presented include s uch items as : preparation of the body, use
of coffins and tombs, cremation, flowers, clothing, processions, responsibility
for, s peCialists involved, offerings, theological implications and beliefs,
types by economic c lasses, lying in state, legal developments, etc .
The authors have several them es that are deve loped in their presentation
of man ' s (Weste rn) practice s of disposing of the dead. The most apparent one
is stated on page 5 "The 'decent funeral ' is a universally accepted part of
American thought and life, and the funeral director ' belongs. ' It is taken for
granted that his services are to be used in the burial of the dead. " To develop the above historically , it would be necessary to trace to the present in
America (1) what constitutes a "decent funeral," (2 ) what funeral directing consists of, and (3) what services are performed by these funeral directors. The
authors do the above so exceedingly well that anthropologists, SOCiologists,
historians, budding funeral directors, or anyone else inte rested in the d is posit ion of the corpse wou ld find this a valuable informative tome.
I

I

James S . Witt man, Jr.
Western Kentucky University

Sudnow, Dav id. Passing On: The Social Organization of Dying. Englewood
Cliffs , New Jersey : Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1967 . Pp.176.
The above title can be misleading since it more or less implies that "passing on" will be completely presented, whereas, the study is limited to "passing on" only in a hospital setting and more specifica lly to dying in a large
cha rity urban hospital on the West Coast. (A good illustration of limiting th e
field of research for a dissertation.) Another implication that appears, since
"County" (the large urban charity hospital on the West Coast) is contras t ed
with "Cohen" (a priv ate mid-western hospital), is that they are on opposite
ends of a continuum in respect to "dying" in a hospital. If there is such a
continuum of hospitals in respect to the socia l organization of dying , then
more stud ies of this nature by SOCiologists is needed. Certainly this ethno~raphic report by Sudnow as a nonparticipant observer will stand as a landma rk in the studyof the SOC ial organization of dying. The focus of his ethnography is on how nurses and phYSicians regard the phenomena of "death" as
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a procedurally conceived matter within the constraints of organizationally Conceived necessities. It deals with such activitie s as seeing death, a nnounc ing death , suspecting death, and t he like for the purpose of describing death
as a sociol cqical phenomenon .
In Chapte r Two Sud now reveals not only the setting of the two hospita l s ,
but gives insights into the social mi lieu of their patients in regard to their
socia- econom ic I racial , a nd ecological background with the resulting type s
of treatment and attitudes toward them . The charity ("County ") hospital has
more mass -type treatment for its lower soc ia- economic, recent Southern negro
migrants from the loca l s lum area, whereas the private ("C ohen ") genera l hos pital treats its higher socio- economic mid-westerner patients more ind ivid ually
with such things as preventive and explora tiv e ope rations or even observa tion
for needed treatment.
Chapte r Three , "Th e Occurrence and Visibility of Dea th n , deals with th e
institutionalization by wards in their ability to see death depend ing upon the
experienced frequency of death on the particular ward . It would appea r that
the more open the hospital is to the public , the more elaborate and enforc ed
are its arrangements for seg regati ng front and backstage activities a nd for
keeping confidential the re lations between particular staff members and members of the family . Th e re is a detailed desc ripti on o f th e role of the morgue
attendant in this institutionalized setting and his reluctant relat ionships with
other me mbers of the hospital staff such as nurses, head Whysicians, interns,
aid s, corone r, and other s .
Chapte r Four , "Death a nd Dying as Social States of Affa irs , " is used to
define and illustrate terms. "Dying" is a state of affairs that is non- prevent able, a nd when used by hospital personnel , it indicates th ey expect death
during the present admission . However, this prognosis must be carefully
made and dealt with s ince embarrassment can attend the ritual of bereavement
if it sta rts too early or too late or never a t alL "Death " is that condition which
is the basis for planning such thing s as an autopsy , putting the body in the
morgue, informing insurance compan ies , etc. , that ma rks t he end of social
existence . Also in a section in the chapter on "Death, Uses of Corpse , and
Social W orth, " it is pOintedly illustra ted that if one antiCipates having a cri tical heart attack , he had best keep himself well- d ressed and his breath
clean if there is a like l ihood he will be brought into the "County" emergency
unit as a poss ib le "dead on arrival."
Chapte r Five, "On Bad News ," illustrates the techniques used by physicians
and nurse s in reporting varying state s of the patient to re latives from announcing a birth, to "d y ing" or "death", and the response of the nonbereaved or be reaved to such announcements. Chapte r Six, "Extension Outside th e Hospita !,"
is a presenta tion on the order of i nforming members of the kin-classes and
the non- kin a long with the problems related to those who have no kin. The
last chapter, "An Overview," is u sed by Sud now t o relate some of the biases
that might have occurred and shortcomings which are inhe rent in this method
of research .
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To get the full impact of this work by Sud now it must be read. It would
seem that sociologis t s int e rested in work, occupations, class, status, social
stratification or anyon e interested in "death" or "dying" would find this an
informative book .
James S. W ittman, Jf.
Western Kentucky University
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